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GLOSSARY

AM afermarket
APAA Automothie Paws and Acessoris Association
Big Thre BGeneral Motors, Ford and Chrsler
CAD emputer-aided design
car paw number of registered automobiles
DC developing country 0
CIM computer-integrated manufaturing
DIY do-it-yourself (e.g., do it yourslf repairs)
Fr Financal limes (London)
GM General Motors
IAC industially advanced country
JAMA Japanee Automobile Manufacturers Association Inc
1V joint venture
MIEMA Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Assoiation
MI mechanic-installed
MUV manufacturing unit value
MVMA Motor Vehicle Manufates Assocdation of the United States, Inc.
OE original equipment
OEM original equipment manufacturer (e.g., Ford, Renault, Toyta)
OES original equipment service channel
vce meet number of vehle egistered (automobikes, light trucks and heavy duty trucks and

buses
IWD warehou distributor

* InthEis epotf, 'd_e cu oantrWesX asem to he newly Indodtalized rs that �oa aq opars ad acma to the
US (ArguIna BA Made H}ng Kon& nda Sapte. South Kea and Tain) and othe dvkaqpn cntri (eg,
ae^ bo Mia,W I tbe r_Phipn and TUMd)
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EXECUTi SUMMARY

iL Ths study prvides an overviw of the U.S automotive aftermarket whbi consiu
primar of seviing vehides in opetkion, instaling replacement parts or additional asories In vehicles
after purchase, and purchai components for do-It-youwsef (DIY) work. his report asses export
opportunties and constaints for developg coutry suppliers In the U.S aftmarket, with the prcipal
focus on market entry consideations. Tde pater are outlined, and key competitive tre In the global
automotive industqy and their implictions for the U.S aftemarket and developing country suppliers are
hIhlghted

Automotiv Tde T ds in the 190s

IL The global passenger car stock totaled approIlmately 396 milion in 1988 In 1989, total
world demandY for new passenger cars was 292 mion, a decra of 6% from 198. Total world demand
is epc to gw at an aveage compounded rate of about 2.5% from 1989 to 1997.

IL Gobal automobile exorts totaled over 13.6 million units in 1988l growing at an avage
cmpunded rate of 4% during the 1980L. In 1988 the three gest eporters were Japan, West Germany
and France: Japan exported more than 44 mfllion units, while West Germany and France exported
apprximately 2.5 and 2.1 million units respectivl. Of the major automobile suppliers, Korea had the most
dramatic gowth rate during the 1980s (44%).

Iv. In 198, world expors of automotive components totaled over $57 bill Te U.S. was
the largest suppier with exports of over $11 billion; however, divergent growth rates were experienced by
the leading automotive component supplies in the 1980

v. US. imports of new automobiles feU to under 4.5 mion units In 1988-with Japan
supping alnost half-from a high of almost 4.7 million units in 1986 Most major automobile suppls
to the US. exincdegative annual compounded growth rates between 1985 to 1988 In the cwe of
Japan, this drop is due primarily to the large increase in the number of Japanese ca now manuactured
In the US. Korea's exports to the US., however, increased by an impressive 186% from 1985 to 1980

vL Mhe US imported almost $34.5 bilion in automotive components in 1989, with the top
fve countries acounting for 84%. Japan and Canada were the two largest supplie-each accunting for
more than $10 billion; Mexico was thi, at about $43 billion; West Cermany and Brai waere the fourth
and fifth largest supplies respectvl However, the major suppUers to the US. experienced widely varying
anmal compounded gowth rates between 1985 and 1989. For instance, Japan and Spain saw their
automotve compont exports icrse more than 14.5%, while Caada and Fhace saw their expors drop
by 6.3% and 4% respective.

/V For the sake of brevity, the US. automotive aftemarket is referd to as the US. aftermarket
throughout this repor.

21 Eaciuditg demand in sodalist economies.

Preiminy fgures for 1989 indicate a 35% drop In Komras exports to the US. from Its 1988 klve



vii Although US. automotive omponent imports from the ASEAN countries and China were
much lower In value, they grew rapidly, irangig from 17% for Singapore to over 64% for MalaysI
lTailand's export growth was a phenomenal 9M%.

COMPtve Trends In the Glbal Autm ve Industy and Thl,or ImplIatIons

vii Four principal factors are responsible for flercer global competition in the late 1980s.

(i) Groig dominnc of tb Japanese auom_ve Industry. Japan is the world's largest exporter of
new automobiles In 1988 it exported over 4.4 million new cars, almost a third of global exports
In addition, the Japanese automotive industiy has increased its production activities in both the U.S.
and Europe. Industry experts estimate that there are more than 200 Japanese component suppliers
engaged in some form of automotive manufacturing in North America.

(ii) Overcapacity In autombie Ug globally. lbis is expected to reach some 9 million units
by the early 1990s-over 20% more cas and trucks than consumers will demand. It is predicted that
60% of this excess capacity will be in North America. At present, Norh American overcapacity is
estimated to be more than 4 mIllion units a year-at least 80% held by General Motos, Ford and
Chrser.f US. overcapacity is often attributed to the increasing presence of 'transplanted' Japanese
automakems.

(W) Produc canges (product innovations, shorter product development cycles, new process technologies,
and the influence of environmental concerns on product development). Product changes in today's
origal equipment (OE) market will influence aftermarket needs in the 1990s and beyond. If car
and component designs change often, more parts numbers have to be produced. Thus, distributors
repair outlets and senice stations wfll have to carry more stocl.

Pars proliferation, resulting from product changes, means that aftermarket manufacturers are likely
to 'cer pick' the parts they will produce (the higher volume parts) and fill out their lines by
buying-in other parts (usually low volume parts) from domestic or overseas suppliers In addition,
environmental ocerns may bring about the use of higher quality parts in OE production, which
could reduce the demand for oertain replacmment parts.

(Xv) Chang oiial equipment (OE) ctusppler relaons. Relationships between
automakers and their OE suppliers have changed. For OE suppliers this means:

* broadeing responsibilities for quality standards and cost reductions,
* greater R&D responsibilities, and
* a shift towards production of modular units, rather than single parts

ix Takcing a lesson from the Japanese, sngle sourdg from outside firms is emerging as the
industry optimum for US. automakes The advantages of single sourcing icdude cost savings, increased
logistical efficency, easier quality control, and economies of scale at the supplier leveL However, single

( The ASEAN (Allianoes of Southeast Asian Nations) countries include Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and hlailand.

VI Ward's Auto Workl, January, 1990.

& Adjutment to the overcpacity issue has stated to be addressed through plant shutdowns and plant
conversns to new product



sourcing requires more stable, long-term relations between the automaklr and the component supplier.
Automakers also require fewer suppliers, and this will result in increased rei;ance between both groups.

x. Changing manufacturer-supplier relationships also male It more difficult for developing
oountry suppliers to penetrate the OE market Most do not have the technological capabities,
organizaticnal skills, or financial resources to produce high quality and technologically sophisticated parts.
Changes in the OE market also are eed to result in higher quality and service standards in the U.S.
aftermarket as the Industry moves towards global quality standards.

Glob altI of the Automottve Industry

xL Increased competitive pressures are leading to greater internationalization in the automotive
industry. Increased collaboration among players in the global industry reduces the risks and costs of
competing in regional markets. The result is greater consolidation among automakers and automotive parts
manufacturers in marketing, supply, collaboration and technology diffusion. The strongest links in the world
industry are between Japanese and US. automakeas, although both alo are rapidly increasing their joint
ventures in the European auto industry. Much attention also is focused now on investment opportunities
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

xii. Joint ventures for research, production and narketing are particularly important for
developing countTy producers who need to collaborate with foreign manufacturers to obtain tecnical
expertise and to secure marketing outlets. At the same time, increased integration of the global auto
industry makes it less and less viable for developing country suppliers to sustain independent automobile
manufacturing industries. Automotive parts manufacturing-particularly for the aftemarket-is seen as a
more realistic way for most developing countries to participate in the global industry.

Ovview of the US. Aftermarket

xiiL In 1988, the U.S. aftermarket was estimated to be US$106.7 billion in retai dollas The
total aftermarket can be disaggregated Into four segments:

* automotive services (USS44.0 billion)
* replacement parts (US$36.5 billion)

chemicals, tires and batteries (US$17.8 bilion)
* accessorIes (USS8.4 billion).

xtv. Replaement parts and accessories markets are the focus of this report The market for
replacement parts is eeed to grow 2.7% annually between 1988 and 1993, while the accessories secor
is frecast to grow 2.9% on average.

Nv. Factors influencing U.S. aftermarket growth indude:

* demographic trends (eg., population density, degree of urbanization, unemployment rates,
personal income per capita);

* size and structure of the US. vehice fleet;

* age of the vehicle population;

* growth segments of the vehicle population: import vehicles and light t;

* miles driven; and

I JV~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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* amount of equipment on new vehicles and cnsumer buying prefer (two important
faors in actuso,y market growth)

Disibutdn Channels

i lhe aftermarket distribution system comprises three prmaty channels:

* the "traditionar channel oriented toward the mechanic-installed market;

* the *retaiW channel focused on the do-it-yourself (DIY) market; and
* the original equipment servce (OES) channel where dealerships sell and Ins"ta parts and

acoessories.

Two aftermarket distribution channels are parularly important for the final distribution of accessories:
the professionally-installed market channel and the retaUldo-it-youtself channeL

Survey Results: Ovwses Sourcig of Rep _ Parts and Accessories, and Market Et C _ldo
for the U.S. AfterIuwket Y

xvii. The most common msoens for soring ovwseas include:

* price
pars proliferation

* development of import lines
- local unavailability of parts for imported cars
* strategic (eg.g overseas subdiris).

vi The most common reasons for oat sourcing overeas include

poor quality
poor communication

* stable supplier relationships and
* availability of partsaccessorks in the domestic market
* transportation and distribution
* carying costs and size of orders.

xk Product and poductin reatonIps. The firms interviwed sourced dese product
catelories:

* bearings, belts, hoses, springs and fasteners,
* ignition parts, filtes, hard parts, and
* functional and non-functional acssory items.

y/ Telephone intees were conducted with manufacus, imports, manufaurers' representatives,
reil firms and spedalty service outlets to obtain information about overseas soucing of
replacemnt parts and accesories for the U.S. aftermaket.
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Not suringly, technologclly sophisticated parts, parts for which bunm is importut, and liability
parts Of are the least Ukely to be sourced from developing countries.

XL Approximately 40% of the finns interviewed primarily soureed individual parts, while
another 40% scuroed both full lies and ludividual partL However, manufacturers were more likely to
source individual parts than imporers. lbis suggests that manufacturers outsource to *fill in lines", while
importers are more Ukely to source complete ines

ul. Over 50% of the firms intervewe sourced most of their overseas pars and accessories
from Independent suppliers. However, manufacturers also sourced a significant amount from subsidiaries
and, less so, from joint ventures.

xxi. Product support usponslbltles of the buyers varied greatly. Of the firms inteviewed,
manufacturers generally provided more complete production support than did importers. Extensive
production support arrangements generaly took place between manufacturers and overseas suppliers who
shared long-term, stable relationships. Many importers indicated that they cannot afford, nor do they have
the resources, to develop more than a 'buying relationship" with their overseas suppliers Rewilers
importing accessories directly from atroad said overwhelmingly that they did not provide any tech-. 2al
support to suppliers.

xxiii. Manufacturers and Importers gather product inteligce Informalion from a number of
sources. Salespeople are the most Important source of information concerning product changes and
modifications. Larger firms also rely on their research departments for design specifications. developing
country suppliers receive most of their product intelligence information from manufacturers and importers
who buy their products.

xiv. Buyers use various methods to determine the quality of parts and accessories purchased
overseas. Some undertake extensive testing of both product samples and finished parts. Another quality
indicator comes via firms the overseas manuacturer already is supplying. Many buyers also rely on
brandname to define quality.

Mmv. Manufcturer and importers search out suppliers through various means:

* publications, buyers' guides, telephone listings
* Sforeign trade missions and consulates in the US.
* at tade shows
* falCt finding and purchasing trips abroad
* industry contacts and recommendations.

xTip and dsbution. Finms that were interviewed complained about the
unreliability of ovseas deliveries and the longer lead times needed for ovseas so rving. Parts
proliferation also has forced buyers to purchase smaller orders of some parts and accessories, and this has
caused numerous transportation and distribution problems. In fact, small shipments often have to bc
consolidated. Responsibility for transportation and shipping varies greatly. In some cases buyers or the
manufacturers themselves handle the arrangements, and in others caLses agents take charge-particularly when
the suppliers are small and/or inexperienced.

At So-ed liability parts are safety related, such as brake systems, master cylinders, certain engine
pars, and fel-related pats Manufacturers and/or importers can be held tiable in court if a part
malfunctions and risks people's lhves.



M1ar Ent StrSIC CsId ons for Dev clog Country Suppier

xxvii. Developing countly supplies face three Imporant marwket entry constraints:

* lack of export sills and strategy
* poor targeting of tMe correct aftennarket segment (e.g., domestic or Import)
* lack of market information (eg., size, structure and operation of the market, and major

players competing In Its market segment).

xxvfiii These difficulties make It likely that a developing country supplier wil need to use a market
entry channel to enter the US. automotive aftermarket. Before approaching a market entty channel,
however, a supplier has to identify Its own capabilites and make its products competitive.

xxlxk Market entry channels. The major U.S. aftermarket entry points for a developing country
supplier are via either Importers or manufactures. In some cases it also is possible to use direct
relationships with a retailer for market entry, although this usually is restricted to the acssories segment
of the marke

xxxL The main characterstics of manucurer ret entr channes ar

* often operate with a longer time horizon
* have long-term, stable relationships with fewer suppliers
* demand high quality standards
* often outsource individual parts rather than full-lines
* may offer production suppor.

m. MThe main ctmrcteristics of Importer mrk entry channels are:

* often operate with a shorter time horizon
* are risk takers (eg., will take chances on new supply sources)
* are driven by cost considerations
* have lower quality expectations
* provide fewer resources and less production support
* purchase in bulk

mL The main characteristics of retbis as waket ety channds are:

* purchase large quantities but demand substantial cost concessions
* expect supplier to be responsible for all producton supportL

mdii. Among the firms interviewed, there was wide variety of opiion about the best market enty
cdanel for a developing country suppier. The issue remains unresolved, but several themes did emerje:

* Enkterag the U.S. aftemarket via an Importer probably is easier than via a manufacter.
This is probably the best strategy for smaller, less sophisticated developing oDunty supplier

* Deealoping country suppliers with sophisticated manufacturing capabilities might be able
to target a manuaturer as a market entry point. This is difficult, however, because of
the high quality standards of manufacturers.

21 Tnese following generalizations re not vald for all manufactures, importers or ers, given their
lage variations in size and resources
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* A maret entiy strategy based on lnksi with a tetaier is only televant for the acsories
market and is probably only possible for large, wel-established dveloping country
acoessories supplies

* The decision on which market entry canel to target Is determned mainly by the goods
a developing countfy supplier produces and its productive capacity.

Cooduskos

xxxiv. Competitive pressures in the global automotive industry intensified in the 198s, and this
trend is expected to continue in the 1990s. The most important competitive trends in the U.S. aftermarket
Include: oest pLessures, quality standards, the shift from DY repairs to mechanIc-installed (MI) wortk the
increased importance of the OES channel, greater emphasis on parts availablity, and the increased service-
oriented nature of the industly.

mwv. Developing country suppliers that want to export to the US. automotive aftermarket will
probably need to use a market entty channel-a manufacturer, importer or rtailer. The choice of market
entry channel wIll depend on the supplier's goods and productive capacity.

mY.L Two major export challenges facing developing country suppliers are (i) transportation and
distribudon arrangements, and (ii) quality standards for export parts and accessories.

:vii. Further research-either by the World Bank or others-should explore strategies to overcome
these constraints. These may include:

* -warehousing parts and accessories In the US. market to overcome buyers' hesitations about
dealing with developing country suppliers

* establishing control centers in developing countries to improve the quality standards and
quality control mechanins for export automotive parts and accessories.



I. INTRODUCHON

1.01 1is report-part of a series of JENIN F studies on global industral subsetors-focuses on
a segmeat of the automotive industty, the automotive aftermarket 'he aftermarket consists pdmardiy of
servdng veidcles in operation, Instaling replacemnent pars or additional accessories in vehiles after
puchase, and purcasing components for do-it-yourself (DIY) work. Tle focus of this report Is on
passeage automobfle and light truck replacement parts, and accessories.

102 The automotive industty has long been considered important to economic development in
dveloping countries due to Its strong backward linkages and its large share in the total consumption of
selected inputs} Much research has explored opportunities for developing country producers to supply
automotie components to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), often at the pense of exploring
eport opportunities In the automotve aftermarket.

1.03 This report has two primary aims:

to provide a better understanding of the structure of the US aftermarket and the major
trends affecting it, and

to assess export opportunities and constraints for developing county suppliers in the US.
aftermarket, with the principal focus on market entry considerations.

1.04 The main audience for this report is likely to be

* developing country automotive component and accotry suppliers wanting to export to
the US,

* bank lending officers in developing countries, and

* non-specialists wanting to increase their knowledge of the US. aftermarkel

LOS Mibs study is not intended to be a how to export guide. Rather, the aim is to highgliht
the key issues and trends related to market entry, based on secondary and primary tesearch. In determining
a market entty strateg for the US. aftermarket, it is necessary for a developing country supplier to consider
fctors specific to his product area, resource base, and target market segmnent Moreov, this is a demand-
based study sice an examination of the production considetations facing developing country suppliers trying
to eport to the US. aftermarket was beyond the scope of the paper. Such an analsis, however, should be
a supplies first step before exploring US. aftenarket export opportunities.

V Ind"dustry Deelopment Dision; Poliq, Research and Extnal Aifals; World Bank

For the sake of brevity, the US. automotive aftermarket will be referred to as the US. aftermarket
In this report

Fischer, BI, Herken-Kwaver, J.C, Lucke, M., and Nunnekamp, P., Capital Intensive Industries in
Ngiwly hsutiaflzing Countries: he Case of the Brazilian Automobile and Steel Industries. 198&
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Wby th US Aftmarket?

1.06 The U.S. aftermarket can be divided Into three parts: passenger automobiles and light
trucks; heavy duty trucks; and axessories. In 1968 the U.S. aftermarket had an estimated worth of over
$100 bill Aceswories are included because this sector has fewer product innovations, production
technologies are often simpler than for hard parts, and transportation and distnbution logistics are less
important This report does not examine the heavy-duty truck sector because it is dominated by OB
component suppliers and has a very different type of distribution system.5

1.07 The U.S. aftermarket was chosen as the focus of this study because it was the most
accessible and offers opportunities for developing country suppliers not available in the original equipment
(OE) sector. Other factors were that:

l Changing OEM-supplier reltions make it diMcult for developing country suppliers to
compete in the OE sector (See Section Jll)

* In some cases, quality levels in the aftermarket are lower (See Sections III and VI). Thus,
the aftermarket provides opportunities to move up the learning curve by first producing
simple, individual, replacement automotive parts and accessories. This should take place
before attempting to produce sub-assemblies, more technologically sophisticated aftermarket
parts, or products for the OEM market.

Te aftermarket has a more fragmented distribution system than the OE sector (See
Section V), providing opportunities for newer and smaller suppliers.

TMese assertions are specific to the US. aftermarket In fact, the structure of aftermarkets in other
industrially advanced countries differ substantially from that of the U.S., and thus the opportunities and
constraints for developing country suppliers also would vaq.y'

1.08 In addition, it should be stressed that the entry strategies for developing country suppliers
discussed in the paper are only relevant for the short- to medium-term. The automotive industry is
undergoing a process of rapid change and it is predicted that all sectors of the automotive industry will have
global quality standards in place in the next eight to ten years.

1.09 The U.S. aftermarket can be entered principally through three different market entry points:

* manufacturers
* importers and manufacturers' representatives
* retailers (mass merchandisers and specialty automotive parts chains).

1.10 One of the main questions this report addresses is which market entry strategies are more
effective for the replacement parts and the accessories aftermarket segments.

!Y Re-manufctured parts also are not a focus: the majority of suppliers tend to be local since they
rebuild used automotie parts

For instance, the U.S AM is less OE-driven than both the European and the Japanese aftermarkets.
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informadon ad Data Soures

1.11 Information sources for this report Included extensve literature surveys of

* consultancy reports,O
* general automotive industry and afternaket-focused magazines,'
* newspapers, panriculary the Financial TMmes (London), and
* automotive association pubUcations and directorles.N

1.12 Statistical sources included the US. D)epartment of Commerce, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Comtrade Database (Geneva), and statistical publications.

1.13 Information from interviews forms the basis of Chapters VI and VII) Telephone interviews
were conducted between March and May 1990 with aftermarket manufacturers, manufacturers'
representatives, program distribution groups, importer and retailers All fims Interviewed were American
or international firms with U.S. operations. In addition, some of these interviews-as well as interviews with
developing country suppliers, warehouse distributors and such-were conducted at the International
Automotive Aftemarket Show in Las Vegas, April 46, 1990. Finally, interviews also were conducted with
senior staff at the U.S. Department of Commerce and various automotive associations-both industry-wide
groups and othen specific to the aftermarket.W

Oj Ptimarily, AT. Kearney Inc., Easton Consultants Inc., DesRosiers Automotive Consultants Inc., and
Booz Allen and Hamilton Inc

7y The most relevant publications were Automotive News, Motorage, Ward's Auto World, Aftermarket
Busness, Counterman, and Automotive Marketing Retail Aftem ket Guide.

MEMA, Market Analysis; JAMA, Forum; and various association newsletters.

21 These incduded Ward's Automotive Yearbook; Automotive International, World Automotive Market;
MVMA's 'Facts and Figures', and World Motor Vehide Data

/I In total, over 70 interviews were conducted.

fI A few of the people interviewed prefered to fml out a written questionnaim

L/ These included the Motor Vehicle Manufac s Association (MVMA), the Motor Equipment
Manufcturers Association (MEMA), Automotive Affiliated Representatives, Automotive Service
Industr Association, Auto International Association, and Automotive Parts and Accessories
Associadon
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IL TRADE TRENDS IN THE AUTOMOTME INDUSTY

A. Global Automove lndustry

2.01 Wom passuger c n" Mme passenger car stock of 108 countries-having grown at
an avage cmpo lded rate of about 3% since 1980-totalled approximately 396 mMion cam In 1988
(bble 2.1).I

t 2: WORLD PASSENER CAR FLEr

Aw

owth Rae (%)

198 1988 180.88

Naoh Amerkt 730,78 149,094 I6
WeaL Europe 101,789,981 129,986S01 3.1
Elt ope 10,761.49 29,S548,W 5.7
Far Eat 26.942,683 3,275,250 4.4
JPa_ 23,659,5 29,478,342 27
Austalia & Now Zealand 7,2360 26
Othr Deaon Counties It 2958,0 40,3406 3.9

TOW 314,882,763 395,8760 29

I 1nctud. Afrim, th Cadmn Caus & South A.eria, and te Mie asL

SoUf: Wodd AutWoew Mahtd, vaious luues MVMA; Woad Motor Vehide Data,
uarious

2.02 North Ameica acauted for about 37.6% of the total world automobile fleet, a drop of
4% since 1980. Westen Europe had the nest lrgest car puac in 1988 with almost 33% of the world total,
an ease of ol 0.5% since 198. Mhe paene car stock of deveoping mutries, which was 95% of
the total In 1980, rse to 10.2% by 1988 (Figue 2.1, Table A1).

Z03 Easten Europe and Asia-Pacc had the hatest growing automobile stocks with grwth
rts of 5.7% and 4.4% respectI . Japa aounted for approximately 77% of Asia-Pacifics car parc in
1988, a drop of 11% from 1980.

2.04 V dke a - am Unti 1986, North Amerca acounted for 42% of world
demand W for new passe ans, the lrget sbar Ftom 1987 onwards, Europe has incesed its share
of total demand to approximatey 40%, and the US. fell to 38.1%. Asia-Pacific has rmained a dist
third with about a 15% share of total derand since 1985 (Tlabe 2.2).

y IThese figues are not represted to be eacL When reliable data was uuavailable, an estimate was
made upon the best evidence available.

.14f Uwth rates alculated over more tha one year are real annual compounded rates.

2wI Excluding socalist econom



Figure 2.1
World Passenger Car Fleet

Market Shares (%)
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nbb VEHICLE DEMAND-PASEGEBR CARS St
(M t S (,%))

1985 1987 1989 19 1993 199 1997

oith Amerkm 42.0 381 380 362 353 34.9 34
Us. 382 344 349 32.7 32.0 31A 313
Canada 38 37 3.1 35 33 35 4

Ewope 368 41.S 40.1 39.6 39.6 39.0 38.
Latin Ameica b/ 42 3.7 3.8 4.7 S.1 5S 56
Mid-Ea 1A 1.0 1.7 1.9 Le 2.0 2.0
Arim 1.0 1.0 1. 13 1.5 1.7 20
Asa-Pacific 14.6 14.7 15.4 164 166 16.9 172
Ttal C

i 1991-1997 are _e.mats
b' Idlud Mad=
af nlute" Japan

Sowr=e 198 Ward& Autoaum* Yearbook
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2.05 ln 1989, total world demand for new psenger caus (clug demd in sociast
economies) was 292 mlli, a decre of 6% from 198& Afler almost no growth betwen 1985 and 1989,
total demand is expeted to grow at an average compounded rate of about 2.5% from 1989 to 1997
(Table 23).

I& VEHICLE DAAND-PASSNOER CARS a

Ava

Owrh Ro

1985 1"87 1989 I99i 1993 1995 1997 1985489 1989-97

North Aneftica 12.1 11.4 11.1 11.5 11.7 12.0 12.3 .22 13
U.S 11.0 10.3 102 14 10.6 103 11.1 -13 1.1
Cana 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.1 l.t 12 12 -5.0 36

Eurpe 10.6 124 11.7 12.6 13.1 114 13.7 25 2.0
Lati Amea* _W 1.2 1.1 1.1 13 1.7 1.9 2.0 -2.2 7.5
Mid-Ead 0.4 03 0.5 0A 6 0.7 0.7 5.6 4.2
Afca 0.3 03 0.3 0.4 0.5 6 0.7 0.0 I6
Aa-Padtl cf 4.2 4A 4.5 5.2 S.5 5.8 6.1 1.7 3S

Total Car 28.8 29.9 292 31. 33.1 34.4 35.5 03 2.4

I/ 199141997 ar eetlmate.
b' Jdadnd Masice

-/ ncldude Japan

Sour= 1989 Waars Automotive YeabooL

2.06 Aggregte figures, however, do not highligbt wariations amon regions. For mumple,
demand in North America is exe to rea by an average compounded rated of 1.3% from 1990 to
1997, while demand In Euope and Asia-Pacific Is e ted to grow by 2% and 3.8% respecv. Ihe
highest growth ate, albeit from a vey low initil level, is expaecd in Africa (8.1%)*W

2.07 lIadIng exporters of nw atomobleL In 1988 globad automobile exports were over 13.6
million units The top 10 exporting countres accounted for almost 88% of that total, a decrese of more
than 4% since 1980 (Figure 22, Table A2).

2.08 For the past deade, the average compounded growth rate of global automobile epots
was 4% per annum In 1988 the three largest automobile exporters were Japan, West Germany, and France:
Japan exported more than 4.4 mfiUon units, while West Germany and France exported approximately 2.5
and 2.05 million units, respect (Table 2.4).

2.09 Japan-the largest automobile eporter, accounting for 2&4% of total eport volume In
1988-has seen its epos decline since 1986 This is primarily due to the fact that the Japanese firms
have set up large-scale manufacting operations in North Amedca and more recently in Europe to
circumvent the effects of exchange rate fluctuaos and possible protectionist policies. Amercan-made
Japanese cars now acomunt for nerly one out of emey six US.-made cas, double the share in the previous
year (Washigton Past, June 6, 199

I These fiures do not Incude Eastern Europe and the USSR, but they are expected to be strong
growth rgions as welL For Instance., idustq experts predict car sales In Eastrn Europe could
double over the next decade from the currmt 2 million per yea (FT, May 4, 1990).
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Figure 2.2
Leading Exporters of Now Automobiles In 1988

Market Shares (%) of Volumes of Exports

West Germany 1S 1% Japan 28.4%

France 13.2%
Fr84¢ gn3a. ̂ % l | | or@ta 3.Bdorh121.2%

Canada 7.~See 1.2%

USA 6.0% Italy 4.4%

lout.. Ce4p froem Tae "

Table .4: LEADING EXPORIERS OF NEW AUTOMOBILR! 1980-1988
(V=ohme)

4nmual

OWibh Rates (%)

Suppe 1980 1983 1914 1985 1966 198 198 1908 198

-apat 3,101,990 3806,396 3,961,5S 4,413,993 4,554,138 4,481,S12 4,414,755 4 0
West Genamy 1,872,930 2,187,88S 2,231,668 .6125 2,519,264 2,450,736 2506,46 4 -1
USA. if 616,794 S53,439 617,S67 703229 672,7S8 633,985 78171 3 4
Caat / 13,365 8 725 ,14301 1,165909 1,206,441 956,1S1 1,201,316 8 1
Fae 2,001,396 1,848,366 1,7,29 1,705,479 1,777,89 1,907,85 2,058,128 0 6
Itly S10,282 490,252 479,912 447,847 601,260 639,14S 685,764 4 14
Kam3 6 16,4S 4,78 119,210 298,7 53S,231 564,11 44 S2
BMOum 859,362 930,607 796,024 924,79S 970,399 1,087,498 992,184 2 2
UX. 359,14 273,610 217,181 240,237 201,359 244,746 261,146 -4 3
Sweden 1,539 207,764 232,987 221,997 2,633 228,505 191,800 3 -S
Tatal 10,086,056 11,187,305 11,398,206 12,508,81 13,026,02.5 13,164,444 13,657,242 4 3

WOI Tota 10,952,741 12,372,839 12,719,269 13,876588 14,465,754 14,722,564 1S5,57,149 4 4

St IdcLude eede between U.& and Canafa

Sou=e Autmobie latm lona, Wld A mot Maet, Varbus 1 , Caomtade Databas, Geneaw; MVMA, W d Moto Vehdcle Data, 1989
Bd; MV& Facts and P4guruk w u edtom.
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2113 ohe US. wvs the lagest compoets supper, with exports of over $11 bllim in 1988 but
thts epresented an annual compound decine of about 15.5% sine 198W Csnada eperenced the
send largest decline (-S.6%) duIng the same period, while the Beilux region and Mexico recorded strong
annual compounded gowth rates of 11% and 8%, respecUely.

2.14 Maor deve8opin coutry exoum Of 8uW v c opnntsa Of this group, Brazl,
Tiwa Kea, and Portugal were the top four exporters 1988 Brazl exported close to S60 milion,
and Taiwan close to S360 millo wbile the other two both exported less than 200 mmlio (able 2.6).

alme6: AUTOMOTIVE cOMPONENT EXPORTs OF SOtUIN EUROPEAN & DEVELOPING COUNTRY SUPPLI 8 198
( US$000 di)

A_m

Gront R (%)

Suppilc 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 198 1986 1987 1988 198068 198

Argentina 9,513 24,257 10,68 6,171 9 13,813 49,93 65,9S 45,01 15. 285
razil 243,578 339137 2408 275,818 384,045 44250 446,99 6?A84 69,8 89 2.3

China 6,388 4,158 5,941 5S, 4,126 3,86 6,451 10,237 1406 6.4 32
Colombia 10,582 20,213 11,08 5,402 S,31S 5,410 2M823 2,749 2923 -19.6 -31S
Hong Kong 5,171 13,619 11,894 8,S43 9,987 9,042 7,327 6,962 6,462 0.7 -22
hl 3Z,410 63,495 70,993 59,642 24125 28,853 34,396 29,414 28,388 -5.0 -1.S
Kom 10,741 24,100 26,512 3,88 44,066 61,118 8S,368 131,43S 156,678 390 20.4
Malysa 1,703 3,113 5,901 6,032 6,129 4,576 3,806 6,297 8,031 19 73
Mrwoc 6,936 6,73S 6,253 6,026 7,265 7,854 10,454 1S,636 19,162 92 18.
P-IppIna 36,34 36,S96 ,572 15,078 24,022 17,768 11,889 10,027 11,750 -17.6 -24.7
-xPog 11,132 12,S28 24,507 42,661 45,015 58126 75,726 136,167 140,139 28.2 184
slngpome 10,789 20,725 23,084 25,174 34,453 38,398 24,789 32,966 35,219 11.3 -138
Thwmn 41,260 6S,62 89,584 105,0S5 186,363 185,96S 7,218 361,302 357,71S 23.5 18
Thailand S,774 S,882 5,107 4,166 4,789 5,691 8,549 18,392 21,713 13.0 33.7
Tnla 61 24 143 403 730 6,113 9,995 11,079 11,879 62.4 11.2
Tafty 1,796 7,437 8,455 1l,817 44,827 46,549 10,711 24544 38,760 34.9 -17.1

Sow= Comade D _atma Gm Aual 8b nat dd uua mm =d

2.15 South Eurpe and developg coutry supplers also experenced shar d _m in
their grom rates In the 198L Tunisia, Turkey, Korea and Ponuga had high averapge mpouade growh
rates beteen 198 to 1988-ranging fom about 28% for Poruga to 62% fbr TunisiL Nonoless, they
al saw their gowth ames fal substanty betwn 1985 and 19 Tunisia showed the most dramatic
decline, although It had a low Initial eupot base. Tbailand, China and Argentina recorded the highest
average compounded growth rates between 1985 and 198, with 33.7%, 32.0% and 2855% respectvely.

IW The majority of the US.'s umotive component eports go to Canada, where branch-plants
assemble aumobiles and r-xo them back ino the US.
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B. U.S. Automotive Industy

2.16 US. automobel hmportp After reachng admost 47 milon units Jo 1986 the number of
impors fel to under 4.5 million units In 198& Japan suppUd almost half the new automobilb to the U.&
market in 1988. Canada was the seond largest supper, with almost 1.2 mion automobles while Konea
was a dbtant thid with exports of 370,000 automobiles to the US. (Table 2.7).Y

Table 2.7: US. VOLUME IMPORIS OF NEW AUtY MOBILES-MAJOR SUPPUEmS, 1964 8

Avcg

wtmb Rates (%)

Supplier 1980 1964 1985 1996 1967 1968 198048 198S48

Japan 1,991,S02 1,948.714 2,S27.479 2,618,711 2,417.S0 2,123,01 0.8 -5.8
Canada 594,770 1,073,425 1,144,770 1,16226 926,927 1,191,57 &7 13
KoRea 1,720 3,312 1,391 142,803 329,172 370,186 67.1 1861
West Genraq 338,711 335,032 473.110 45199 377,S42 264,249 -&31 -194
Sweden 61,496 114,854 142,640 148,7W0 138,56 108,006 7.0 -93
United ingddom 32,517 19,833 24,447 27,506 50S059 31A36 .03 8,6
Biktum 38 8,359 9,717 9,392 17,284 16,391 75.8 17.4
France 47,386 37,788 40,114 10,869 26,707 15,990 -13A -30.7
Itl*y 46,89 88 8,784 11,829 8,648 6,053 -2S. -12;4
Otheaw 1,409 9,S28 2Z456 107,652 296597 325,294 67.9 8S"9
Totad bmxost 3,116,448 3,559,427 4;394,908 4,691,297 4,589,010 4,450;C13

1I Excludes estimated quantty of automobiles aembled In fauatrade m

Soune: Wadd Autmotie Macket, varkos iu

2.17 More than half the US.'s major automobile suppliers exeinced negative annual
compounded growth rates between 1985 and 1988. As previously mentioned, the fall In Japanse Importu
was pmarily due to the inreased production of Japanese automobiles In the US. Korean exports to the
US grew mprvely by over 186% from 1985 to 1968, but prelmia 1989 figures IdIcate a fail of about
35% from 1988 levels

2.18 Import market share of some of the US!s leIng automobile suppliers chadged
dramatically between 1980 and 1988. Not surprisingly, Japan's share fel1 by just over 16%. Can s market
share rose almost 8%, while West Germanys feU by 5%. Korea and othe recorded lare Increases in
their import market shares, &2% and 7.3%, respectively (FIgre 2.4; Table A.4).

w Canadian automobile expos to the U.& are manuactured by subidiares of the Big Th¢ee (GMO,
Ford and Chrysler), primarily situated in Ontario.

I
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221 In comparbon, auto component exponts fom the ASEAN countries 2Y and China to the U.S&
were much lower in value. However, they expienced rapid growth betwee 1985 and 1989, anging from
17% for Singapore to over 64% for Malaysia. Thailand's export growth was a phenomenal 91% (Table 2.9).

Ta le2 US. IMPOR1S OF AUTOMOTIVE PFA -MAIOR ET ASIAN SUPPLERS. 1964
(CURRENT USSOOG)

AMui

Growth Rats (%)

Supplbr 195 1966 1987 1968 1989 1985489

SnPos 64,057 6,096 103,34 136,2 177,771 173
Philippila 9,768 19.759 38611 46.569 135,055 57.5
baUland 1,972 3931 10749 36,01S 102,623 906

China S,393 4,838 20,509 37,535 971703 642
Malaysia 1,681 1,699 S,555 12,238 23,061 573

n/ Annual gm-tb rates deflated using muv indeL

Souroe US. lnternaIona Trmdc Cnmumlon bternatiooal Trade Seris, data izu US. Dept of C_oterm
WanWon D.C

2.22 M*ser oiv _nime cadqwles Major automotie component suppliers ad
developing country suppliers had substantial indivdual variation in the top five component groupings whikh
they exported to the US. in 1989.

2.23 U.& Imporms of engins, an trnsmissos an parts-some of the most compex automotv
parts-we dominated by IAC suppliers and Brazil.

0 Engines were the most important export category for Japan, Canada, West German and
Brazil.

* Japan, West Germany, Brazil and the U.X were the most important exporters of motor
vehicle transmsions and pars

2.24 Developing countries were the main suppliers of ignition wiring sets-one of the most labor
intensive automotve parts to produce. Mexbo was the largest suppler. Ihis also was the largest export
category for Taiwan, Thailand and the Philippines

2.25 RadIotape player combinations came from a number of sources including Meco, Japan,
South Korea, Singapore China and Malaysia 'The dollar values of their expots varied greatly, however,
from over $8. million for Malysia to almost $524 million for Mexico (rable A.6).

;W/ Thle ASEAN (AllIance of Southeast Asian Nations) countries include Brunei, Indonesi, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thaila
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m. COMPETITIVE TRENDS IN THE GLOBAL
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

3.01 Fiercer competition in the global automotive lndustzy in the 1980s resulted from micro-
and macro-level factos The three principle macro-level factors are:

* growing dominance of the Japanese automotive industry
* overcapacity in automobile manufacturing globally
* product changes

1the most important micro-, or firm-level, factor is changing manufacturer-supplier relations.

A. Growing Dominance of the Japanese Automotive Industry

3.02 Japan is the world's largest exporter of new automobiles.& In 1988 it exported over 4.4
million new cars, almost a third of total global exports. Moreovr, Japan accounted for 23% of global
automobie production in 1988, an increase of about 5% since 1975.

3.03 Although Japanese automobile exrs to the US. have fallen in recent years-from over
2.6 million units In 1986 to about 2.1 million units in 198-this is a result of the increased number of
Japanese auto manufacturing and component supplier transpbants set up In North America in anticipation
of stiffer U.S Import restrictions and to minimize exchange rate effects.W Indust,y experts estimate that
there are over 200 Japanese suppliers in North America engaged In some form of automotive manufacturing
(Ward's Auto World, Jan. 1990) (See Box 3.1).

3.04 In fact, the leading Japanese carmakers increased their share of the U.. market in 1989,
largely because of growing output from their American transplants (FT, Jan. 8, 1990)X! In 1989, the Honda
Acord became the fist foreign car to be the best-selling single model in the U.& car market.& By 1995,
the Japanese are likely to control as much as 35% of U.S. car sales-up from about 28% In 1988 and from
only 8% in 1970 (Fortune, June 20, 1988).

7J. The top four Japanese automobile exporters (by volume) In 1989 were Toyota (1,139,680), Nissan
(895,610) Honda (681,418), and Mazda (639,121) (Japanese Automobile Manufactures Association
Inc.).

ZA1 Reports Indicate that the transplants' products are not displacing other imports, but Detroit-made
vehicles: one study estimates that for eveay three cars made by the transplants, two displace Big
Three cars and only one displaces an import (Fortune, 23 October, 1989).

Z5I Japanese trnsplants in the US. (including joint ventures with US. automakers) had a combined
production capacity of 1,590,000 vehicles per annum in 1989. By 1992 this is expected to rise to
2,150,000 vehicles (Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc).

Stf Honda sold 362,707 Accords, the majority built at its assembly plant in Ohio, outperforming its
nearest dvals the Ford Taurus and the Ford Escort (Financial TMies, -Uncertainty plagues U.S.
vehicle makers, Kevin Done, Jan. 8, 1990).
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Box 3.l JAPANESE TRANSPLANTS IN THE USJ
IMPICATIONS FOR U SUPPLEmS

By and large, the Japanese auto manuctuig tansplants In North America have not
benefited U.S. pats supplies Instead, Japanese parts suppliers have set up around the transplants
to service them, replicating their manufacturer-supplier systems io Japan. Tmese are based on quick
delivery of part, little inventory, and the close Interaction between manufcturer and supplierY

,he growing presence of tasplanted Japanese supplies in the U.S. is likely to
accelerate the auto parts industty shakeout that is already in prOgres Major Japanese automotive
parts and accessories suppliers operating in the U.S include Nippondenso (electrical parts),
Akebono Brake, Calsonic (electronics), and NOK Sparkplup. If this trend continves, by 1992 there
would be nearly 400 Japaneseafiated plants in the US. battling fr busiess that traditionally has
gone mainly to US. companies (FT Survey, World Automotiv Components, June 8, 1989).Z

Japanese car manufacturing transplants ate under some pressure from the U.S
government to purchase more components from American suppllr. However, the Japanese
managers complain that U S. companies (with emeptions) do not provide quality parts nor know
the rules by whih the Japanese operate. To overcome this, many US.-based suppliers are establish-
ing linkages, either through joint ventures or licensing ageeme, with established Japanese
companies (Wards Auto World, 1988).

Similar ptoblems exist for US. manufctes who want to supply replacement parts
and accessories to the Japanese car segment of the US. afternarkeL They find the rigorous quality
requitements diffcult and claim their capabilities cannot be demonstrated since the Japanese
automotive AM is dominated by Japanese OE supplies

On the positive side, the tough new competition has forced many US. companies to
raise their standards and cut costs Since automotive suppliers are organized in a hierarchical
system, suppliers at the top can meet strngent requirmets only with better perfomance from their
own suppies. In this way, demands from quality-conscious Japanese automobile manufacturers
ripple down the automotive supplier infrastructure (Forbes, June 26, 1989).

y lbe U.S. Federal Wrade Cm _ iswetigat the actvte of Japne car manfctum in the US. folowing
complaints fom the US. induds that the Japaee entered Into dhsn ratios with parts supplie. Ter
is cowern that Japanee car manufacturer haw equity eate in components suppliers that hod their pre down
to keep out compeition (Fr, May 4, 1990).

yI Mme AMA esimates that there awe cunrntly betue 2,000 and 2,500 colmnies that solely or primrily supply auto
parts In fte US., a reductiof asom S sinee 196 (Forbes, June 26, 1989

y Accordng to hIdty anyst, the $6 billi estment by Japanee vdllemaka in Nort American assembly
opas is being nearly matchd by their Japane upieL Dending on wd prctn are used, apanese

traspan bines In the US. culd lead to a shate-ot 11d2,000 to 195,000 jobs beld by Amican wore.

Jf Mast Japanese automake in the US. bowt of buyfg 60% ar more cf their needs from Amercan sourom Those
fgures, bweverI, nuk the tasplaed supplies Honda, xor ,ple,ys it buyp $13 bMion to $1.4 bilLion of part
and mteiom ISO^U 1 SU.' comm But It esthat one-thI at toe 150 are Japones companis Moave,
sudi e hodwn that most of the contcs won by domesti supple hav bee for dmple, generi pat wit low
engneeingcotent Fobes, June 26A 989)
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3.05 Japan's exports to Europe nased rapidly in the 196th as well, parclarty to Britai
and West German, where import restictions hae not been as digd as in such countries as Italy sad
Face Al present, Japanese automobiles hold about 10% of the overall Euopean Community market
(Fl, Feb. 5. 1990).

3.06 However, the establishment In 1992 of a Europe without internal borders will provide a
challenge to Japanese automaker A Community-wide agreement restring Japanese imports is expeed
at last until the year 2000; but, there is great disunity among EC members over the rate and duration of
these controls. Such factors in turn, are propelling Mhe Japanese automotive industry to build plants in
Europe, an even more poltically sensitive issue for the EC than Import levels.

3.07 lhe Japanese auto industry also has Influenced how competition in the global auto industty
takes place. To compete better against the Japanese, other auto industries are tying to emulate Japanese
manuaer-supplier relationships, their emphasis on and ability to produce quality products, and their
speed of innoation. (¢hese issues are dscussed in more detaU in Section D.)

B. Oveapacity

3.08 Overcapacity will be a dominant trend in the global auto industfy in the 1990s, causing an
intensification of competition throughout the industq. Excess automotive capacity worldwide i expected
to reach some 9 million units by the early 1990s-over 20% more cars and trucks than consumers will
demand (FT Survey, World Car Industy, Sept 13, 1989). It is predicted that 60% of this excess capacity
will be in North America (FT, Jan 8, 1990).

3.09 At present, North American oercapacity is estimated to be more than 4 million units a
year-at least 80% held by The *Big lTree (General Motors, Ford and Cl7sler). This overcapacity usualy
is attributed to the increasing presence of Japanese (and to a lesser extent Korean) transplants. Nonetheless,
the U.S. auto market also displays characteristics of a saturated mature market Growth has slowed
onsiderably: for instance, throughout the 1970s automobile retail sales grew by about 3%, whereas in the
198ts growth was ss than 2% on avrage (MVMA, Facts and Figures 1989).

3.10 Western Europe, where the market is about 10% larger than that of the U.S., has an
estimated surplus capacity of 1-2 milLion units. In 1989, new car sales in Europe eweeded 13.4 million, a
record level for the fifth year in a row. Ths marks the longest period of sustained grwth enjoyed by the
Western European car industry (PT, March 30, 1990).1P Noneteles, excess capacity is epected to increase
substntiay in the 1990s, and the growing number of Japanese transplants is an important factor behind
this trnd.

;Z7 West Germany has no import restrictions on Japanese vehicles and has lost 15% of its domestic
maet to Japan (Business Month, Feb. 1988, John Griffiths). In Denmark and Ireland, which have
no car industries and no import curbs, the Japanese acunt for about 30% of sales. In France
Japanese car are voluntar limited to 3% of the market and a treaty with Italy limits imported
Japanese cars to under 3,000 per year (Fr, Feb. 9, 1990).

U/ Adjustment to the overcapacity issue has stated to be adrssee through plant shutdowns and plant
cnversions to new prducts

ay New car saes continued to run at a record level in the first quarer of 1990. At 3.7 million, sales
were 1.8% bigher than a year earlier (Fr, April 14,199.
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IS THE US. BIG TRE:E FALLING MARKET SHARE Y

US. auto lndustty sales (cas and light trucb) fell by nearly 6% in 1989, to total less
than 15 mSilon vewhides for the first time since 1985 (Fr, Jan. 81 1990). It Is not expected that 1990
will be a better year, with auto sales projected to decline from 14.5 million In 1989 to some 14.1
million in 1990 (Fortune, Jan 15, 1990))

Japanese carmakers' share of the U.S. retail sales of new automobiles has increased
throughout the 1980s, rising by a compounded annual grwth rate of about 5% between 1980 and
1989. Top-selling Honda acounted for 7.9% of the market in 1989, against 7.3% in 198& Toyota's
share of US. automobile sales rose from 6.5% in 1988 to 7.3% in 1989, while Nissan increased to
5.2% from 4.5% (FT, Jan. 8, 1990).

In comparison, the Big Three have experienced a steady decline in their market shares
throughout the 1980. Although General Motors commands the largest share of the North
American auto market, it has suffered almost continuous erosion of its position, in spite of huge
capital investments. Its market share fell from 36.2% in 1988 to 34.8% in 1989, while Chrysler's
share fell from 113% to 103%. Ford was the only company that managed to capture a bigger slice
of the decining market in 1989, boosting Its share sUghtly to 22.1% from 21.7% in 1988)3 Figues
for the first three months of 1990 show a slight rise in GMOs market share, while Ford's stagnated.s

The declining market shares of the Big Three indicate changes in the size and struture
of the US car pare, which in turn influences demand for replacement parts and accessories in the
aftdluawkeL More Imported autos mean that a greater uwety of replacement parts and accessories
are required to satisfy AM demands

y Geea Motors (GM), Ford and ayuse.

y A 696 dereae tl US. auto retal sae amts to rwghly 800,000 lst unitsales and apprximatey $7548 bllion
in st revenues (New York Teis, June 20,1990).

y In1 989 GMs mr sales volte fed 10.1% to 3.44 mteim Foas ar sales doclined 4% to .18 milion and Cblysle's
car msit dreped 13.% to 1.02 mMia (Pr, Januay 8, 1990).

V General Moto reported that it bad gined matet share comwpared to the first quarter of 1989, with 352% of the auto
makt, up 0.7%. Ford saw its market share dip ftnm 22.3% to 21.8% for the same periods (FT, May 4, 1990).
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3.11 In 198, Nis set up the fist Japanese ansplut clUity In Europe (UJL), and other
Japanese manueturs have established or are plnning to establish Euopen cilties as wil. Japans
auomlaks also show much interest In Eastern Euope, with various negotiatin underway already
(Chapter IV discass thbi in more detail)

312 It is predicted that ovrcapacity will lead to unprecedented suctrl change" in the global
auto industly. Although market forces wil ultimately bfing production back into balance with demand, the
process will be painful, requng a grinding shkeout of excess apty and the possible demie of some
carmakes With the reduced number of automakers, competition ultimately wil be limited, whih wil drive
prices up in the long rtn In the meantime, consumers are already benefiting from lower preshakeout
prioes and marketing moves such as discounts and cash rebates.

C. Product Changes

3.13 Increased compedtion also arises from product changes, indudhgn

* product innovations
* shorter product development cycle
* new prooess technologies, and
* influence of envionmental concerns on product development.

3.14 PrOdu_ InnoaoThe otv most impornt product innovations are the increased use of
eleronics in automobiles and the replaoement of steel with plastic

3.15 GM has estimated that the avenge value of the eluoncs in a car wi rse from about
$500 in 1988 to more than $1,200 by 199S (Motor indust Survne Economist, Oct 1S, I968). Todays
tpica car embodies 25 electronically controLled subsyste, with more than 300 antIcipated by 1997.
Computers wiffl control the entire dring process, from the pist to the wheels (Automotive News,
Aug. 23, 1989). Component suppliers are predcted to be the main soure of dectronic inputs for car

nufactures. is wll reaquie these suppliers to invest heavily in R&D to keep abreat of technological
innovation.

3.16 Ox particular relevance for developing counties is the replacement of traditional electrical
wie hanesses with multiplex systems composed of fiber optics After the mid-199(0, demand for hanesses
in the OE market wil dimish, and demand in the afwmarket etuall wi foLlow (Karmokolas,
1989.14).}Y Other less complex parts, such as carbutos, are being replaced by technologically sophisticated
pa, in this case fuel injection sytms, the production of which is beyond the capabilities of many
deeloping country suppliers at this point.

=I Toyota plans to build both egine and assembly plants in the U.I Honda, the third largest
Japanese car-maker, has a fuly operational engine plant in southern England and has plans for an
assembly plant. Mazda is studying its first entry into European producton through a joint venture
with Ford, which holds 25% of the Mazda equity and Japan's Mitsubishi Motor has also announced
that it is onducting a feasibility study on European assembly Tr Survey, World Car Industry, Sept
13, 1989).

,1/ Mazda alrdy plans to introduce a simple multiplex system consistng of two fiber-optic wires that
am trnusmit and receie signal volumes equivalent to that handled by 6,000 wire looms.
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3.17 ased on an expected surge in the use of pstks io three major aeasterior body panels,
bumper systems, and window gazng-1990 automobik models contain 290 1b of plastic, about 10% of the
avenge automobie's total body weight, risng to about 30% by 1995 (Automotive News, Aug 23, 1989)*
Nonetheless, techa problems relating to the structural integrity of plastic, and environmental issues aring
from the disposal of plastic automobile bodies, must be resolved befbre a oompletely plastic car can become
a viable standard (Karmakolias, 1989:15).

3.18 Product development yle. The Japanese have demonstrated their ability to introduce new
products more quicldy than US. and European car manufaCtur-an enormous Competitive advantage in
an over-crwded market

3.19 Japan's traditional advantage in the production of compact cars has steadily declined as the
yen has strengthened' line Japanese have compensated for thbis by reducing the product development cycle
so as to introduce new models more quicldy. They also have extended their product line to costlier vehicles
with more features. These are models whete price is less of a factor (Fortune, June 20, 1988).

3.20 The Japanese appear set to make sped of product lnvaton the competitive benchmark
in the world car market In the 1990X Currently they can produce a new car, from inidtial design to market
delivery, in about four years-three years at Honda-versus five years for U.S. carmakers (down fom seven
in the early 19Ms). Moreover, the Japanese development cycle absotbs half the person-hours required in
the West, due to lean, multi-functional design development teams that interact cosely with manufacturing
and production engineering (FT, Jan. 15, 1990).

3.21 Prooess technologes. Reduction of the produt development cycle has been made possible
largely by drastic changes at both the design and production stages-such as the introduction of computer-
aided design (CAD), and engineering and computer-integrated manu (ClM.

322 Flexibility on the assembly line also contributes to the production of different models with
litule or no retooling. Flexibility has come from the increased use of robots and flxible automation, the
use of plastics, and new management techniques that allow workers on the plant floor greater initiative and
responsibility for production decisiops (Karmakolias, 1989: 16). Robots are used by most automotive
companies in IACS, and the degree of robotized activities will incrase. Producers will need to keep pace
with this trend to remain competitive.

3.23 Although appropriately managed robots and fexible automation save labor, they are most
valuable in bringing overall flexibility to the ptoduction line. Fleibl manufacturing enables Japanese car
models to be redesigned completely every four yeams, with production run output as low as 500,000. By
contrast, in most of the Western car industry, higher unit costs dictate product lives of 10 years and volumes
of about 2 million (FT, Januaty 15, 1990).

3.24 nvirionmental concerns. Improvements in fuel emissions and fuel economy wiU dominate
environmental concerns In the 1990s. Government legislation, primarily in lACs, is expected to become
more forceful, increasing the competition among manufacus and pars suppliers as they try to develop

gI The main advantage of plastic is that it weighs kss than sheet steel and can be molded into complex
shapes without bonding or welding. Retooling can be accomplished much faster and at a cost of
about 20% of retooling costs for conventional metal par, allowing manufactuers to produce
different models more frequently (Karmakolias, 1989).

D U It is expected that the price gap between Japanese and U.S. ompact models will shrink from $L,967
per car in 1987 to around $1,000 in 1990.
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more fe-nefficet cars. e aCla Air Act Amendments, which are expected to passed Into law befre
the end of 1990, are one example of such klglslatlon

325 The financial Implications of these envomental concer remain unclear. A survy to
determine the Impac on OEMs and suppies indicates that manufactwers differ as to whether revenues and
eaning wil drop or inrease. Al agree, however, that thdr capital expenditures will rse (AT. Keary,
Ocober, 1989, World Bank Presentation).

Jmpllatimw for tbe Aftemaret

3.26 Product changes in todas OE market will increasingly influence atmarket needs during
the 1990s and beyondL

3.27 Parts proliferado A sharp increase in pars proUlfation in the 1980s Is one of the most
Impotnt competie trend resultg tfm rapid tech okgcl change and product innovatio Japanese
cas are closely associated with parts proliferadon in the 19%0s, although the Big Three also now modify
their parts more fi-n dtiy. Component and acessory manufactures, partclaly those supplying the
Japanese automakes, are under great pressure to keep pace with fequent desig changes and modifica-
tions and to reduce the costs of their products.

328 Pans proliferation has profound implications for the aftenrarkeL Although opportunities
exist since more parts are needed, brealdng into the Japanese supply chain has proven extemely difficult
In addition, tooling-up costs are exensive, so. many aftermark manufctues *cherry pCkV the pars they
wil produce (the higher volume parts) and Mfl out their lines by buying-in the other parts (usualy low
volume pans). An afremarket supplier also may buy-in other low volume parts, such as those for older
domestic cars from the 196Xs and 1970(k

3.29 Part for imported cas also create special problems for US. manufctures or distributors,
since suc parts cannot be purchased domestically. In terms of manufaturing them locally, U.S.
mnanufactures are at a disadvantage sinue they rarely obtain design specfications from the foreign automaker
or its OE suppler.

3.30 Furthermore, parts proliferation affects inventory operations since keeping track of an ever-
expandig list of pars numbers is difficult, as is determinng the amount of parts inventouy to keep in stock
For these reaons,um aftermarket manufcturs, distributors, and Jobbers are turing to computerized
inventory syltemsL

i/ Annex Bl desaibes the most likely changes in these area

/ The Clean Air Act Amendments are described In more detail in Annex BZ

Some Industr observers think the Japanese deliberately introduce frequent parts modifications to
maintain control of their components business. For example, a Toyota model, which is made in three
difrent locatons- Canada, US. and Japan-might have one of seven different varations of
radiator instled in It. Others, however, beieve the Japanese are constantly trg to improve the
desig and efiiency of their auto components because of their extreme reliance on export marks.
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331 Howevet, pars proliferation coud prent opporuties for some developing ountay
suppliers to produce low-volume parts for whic domstic mafctures do not want to tool up. But
since these are often high quality import parts, with a high technology content, most dveloping country
fis do not have the capabilities to produce them. Parts prolferation also inteifies devloping country
firm' problms of keeping up with product change Iis is much more difficult to accomplish without a
constant market presence or without contact with OE suppliers or automakes

3.32 CapIta lo_vestuL Larger capital investments In production also may be necessary to keep
aftermarket suppliers abreast of technological Innovations Nonetheless, technological innovation is much
less an issue in the accessories aftermarket, which is more customer- and market4riven.

333 H4gb qualty OX. parls. The use of higher quality parts li. OE production also may reduce
demand for certain replacement parts, reducing aftermarket profits across the boa (Annex B.3 lists other
technological changes in today's OE market that will have an impact on the aftermarket.)

D. Chauging Manufturer-Supplier Relations

3.34 A fundamental shift in relations between automakes and their suppliers has been one of
the most important factors leading to increased competitiveness in the 1980X

Chaacterstic of Changing Manuaturer-Supplier Rdatios

3.35 Frst, parts suppliers' rns e hadening. Automakers are pressing for lower
costs while placing heavier burdens on part makes The latter are expected to raise quality, ensure wero
defects, and deliver on a just-in-time basis. In addition, the Big Thrwee have asked suppliers to cut costs by
5% annually for the next five years (1990-95).

3.36 Second, and closely related, parts suppiers have greater R&D reibites and are
expected to make substantial financial and capital inwestments in R&D. Suppliers also are expected to
involve themselves in the design and innovation of new models right from the beginning, Furthermore,
they are expected to keep abreast of new technologkal developments and continually look for ways to
manufacture products more effciently.

3.37 lbW, suppliers are shifting toward production of modular uilts (modules) rather than
single pars Manufacturers are increasingly interested in sourcing a built-up module from one supplier
rather than purchasing parts from numerous suppes for in-house assembly. The module arrives at a car
assembly plant tested and ready to be fitted. Thi has many advantages for the automaker, inciuding reduced
need for storage space for parts and simplification of productin processes since fewer parts are invoved.
Car seats, for example, are increasingly delivered as modules; windows are another part that are highly
suitable for modular outsourcing (EEE Spectum, Oct., 1987).

2/ For the sake of simplicHty, in this teport 'developing countresw refers to the newly industrialied
countries that export to the U.S. (Brazi, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Mexico, Singapore, South
Korea, and Atgentina), and other developing countries (such as China, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia,
and the Phiippines).

N According to Easton Consultants, Japanese cas-which have a high quality reputation-consume an
average of 21 percent fewer doliars in maintenance and repair parts (excluding body parts) than
domestic vehices.
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IMPHaton of Changn Manwucu-Svpp1le ReatIn for U. Pas Supplm

338 One aspect of the changing manuctur-supplier relatknship is that US. manufacturers
hav attempted to replicate Japanee manuacturer-supplier relations, Considered more effective in terms of
cost, quality, deUveay and general Competitiveness.

3.39 ICreased outongft fron singe s_pUraL Taking a lesson from the Japanese, single
sourcing from outside firms is emerging as the industry optimum for US. automakers Until the late
1970s, however, US. automakers preferred to source parts internally to boost profit margins. Parts sourced
from outside were often double-" or triple-sourced' to ensure avaUiabity of supplies. Suppliers also fought
for business sUictly on a price basis, with contracts ey cvrig more than one year.

3.40 Advantages of outsourcing from single supplis include increased logistical efficiency, easier
quality assurance and control, and economies of scale at the suppler leveL Ihe cost of auto parts also is
a strong financial incentive for increased outsourdng, since many suppliers have proven their ability to
control capital costs more easily than highly integrated large auto manufacturers (Industry Week. 1988,
Jan 4)*9 Moreover, parts makers tend to specialize in produa sectors, making it is easier for them to
remain at the forefront of technological developments. They also can recoup R&D costs by selling their
products to more than one manufacturer.

3.41 Outsourcing from single suppUers wiUl necessitate longer, more stable relationships with
more speciaized firms. Automakers will require fewer parts suppliers, which wiUl result in increased reliance
between automakers and supplies. Until recently, Detroit bad been unwilling to accept the loss of Dontrol
and the increased dependence on suppliers that their sharing of responsibilities entails (Ibid).

3.42 The cost of increased R&D responsibilities and the economies of scale necessary to supply
components to large automakers can be realized only by large suppier firms. hus, it is suggested that by
the end of the decade the component business may be dominated by SO specialty companies. Supporting
them will be a network of second- and third-tier subcontractors, many of which are currently supplying
directly to vehicle producers (Economist, Oct. 15, 1988) (Figure 3.1)YV

3.43 Higher quality and seMcestandards abo will be expected in the US. aftd wketas a result
of changes in the OE market. Industry experts predict a consolidation in the aftermarket since many
independent suppliers do not have the financial resources nor the economies of scale to produce parts to
meet the global quality standards which the aftermarket wi1 eventually demand.

3.44 Changing manufacturer-supplier relations also make it more dfficult for deweloping country
suppliers to penetrate the OE market. Most do not have the technological capabilities, organizational skills,
or financial resources to produce high quality and technologically sophisticated parts A reduction in the
number of suppliers reduces even further the chanes of developing country firms to become fust-tier
suppliers. Howver, opportunities may still exdst for them as second. or third-tier subcontractor For
instance, they could supply sub-components (eg., molded plastic and rubber pars, and metal stampings) used
in the production of cerain automotive parts and sub-assemblies.

,V For instaUce, Ford operations in North America timmed their first tier suppliers (those supplying
directly to vehicle manufacturers) by 70% between 1985 and 1989 (Karmokollas, 1989. 17).

jQI More than 30,000 different parts go into the assembly of an automobile, and components and
materials represent the largest part of the ex-factoy cost of a car, often as much as 50.60 per cent
(compared with about 20 per cent for direct labor costs and the remainder for other overheads)
(Economist, 15 OcL, 1988).

~j/ Seveal world-lass component companies already have specialist expertise, such as West Germany's
Boc and Britain's GKN in electronics, and the USs Eaton in transmission
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Bgm GMs TWO SIDES OF A GIANT

As problems plaguing GM's Norh American operadons approach crisis proportions, GM is expariencing
a dramatic reival In is European business-long considered a seconday priority by GM headquaters in Detroit.
In 1988, GM sold only 1.5 milion cars in Europe (versus 3.44 million in the U.S.), but the European division earned
an estimated $2 billion, or half of GM's estimated total company eaings and almost all the company's total profits
from auto manufacturing (New York Times, Feb. 3, 1990).

GM operations on both sides of the Atlantic suffered large financial losses early in the 1980B and
underwent massive reorganizations in the mid-198 Their different restructuring efforts say a lot about the success
of the European operations and the continuing decline of those in North America

First, investments in tecbnologicaUy sophisticated production equipment were different While GM U.S.
overinvested in automation, GM Europe relied on other ways of improving efficiency since it did not have the same
acoess to capital fundingv Today Its European operatios have some high tech elements but generaly are far less
technically advanced than plants in North America

Second, GM in North America dismantld its huge, autonomous divisions, Fisher Body and GM
Assembly. GM created in their place two integmated divisions-Buick-Oldsmobile-Cadillac (BOC) and Chevrolet-
Pontiac-GM of Canada (CPC). This may have made finandal sense, but it diminished what automakers call 'brand
character by centraling design and engineering operations. In GMs ciassic structure, Oldsmobile designed, built
and marketed autos that were distinct from the other car disions products. Now Oldsmobile no longet builds its
own cars and contributes little to the design and engineering. For all practical purposes, Oldsmobile is only a
marketing division whose purpose is to sell cars made by BOC According to one industry specialist, one of the most
poignant things lost in the reorganization was the loyalty of individuals to Brands. 'People miss being part of Olds
and Buick, and it shos (me Magazine, Feb. 19, 1990).

Meanwhile in Europe, GM's devdopment of the successful Opal Ve/Vauxhall Cavalier model was
the result of a vastly different reorganizationY Traditionally, the European division was vey much West German-
led and its different production sites laked coordination. The first goal of the restructring was to broaden the
division's character, thus corporate headquarters moved to Zurich in 1986. Subsequently, headquarters was able to
coam the diverse GM Europe factions into sharing parts and services} Engineering and design staff remained in
West Germany, but GM decentralized the marketing divisions. This aLbwed marketing management and staff to
stay in closer contact with their customers. Ihe reorganization of GM Europe was very gradual and its sensitivity
to the different European nationalities was evident in the decision to avoid eacessively centralized organization.

Thus, while GM's European manufeturing has been earning a profit of $1,200 a car, the North
American automaking operations have been losing money. Moreor, while GM Europe boosted its market share
from &4% in 1980 to 10.5% in 1968, to over 11% in 1989, the domestic company's portion of the US car market
fell from 46% to 35%, between 1980 to 1988

The 198X provided a harsh competitive evironment for automakers and proved that 'bigger is not
necessarly better.' GM's more successfl experince in Europe compared to its North American operations calls
attention not only to the difference in organization and the diverant strategies, but also to the utterly diimia
corporate cultures.

The Vocta Cavalier Is now seling at the ae of 630,000 a year, mang It the best.eellg GM car in the wedd

3! GM Bumpes 0-empee cpone staff in Zuich is knon for mmmi with geat speed tabt in is agem In December
l969 to acquire SOf cetrad of the Swedsh mer Sab Mar S600 milin
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IV. GLOBALIZATION OF THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSY

4.01 The macro- and micro-level faictos discused in the previous chapter have contributed to
the Inaeased internationalization of the automotive industry. The growing domination of the Japanese
automotive industty, Increased competition between automobile manufatturers, rapid product innovation and
pars proliferation, and changing manufacturer-supplier relations are creating a new global order for the
entire automotive industry.

4.02 'his means that the global ompetitive environment will require greater consolidation among
automakers in marketing, supply, collaboration, and internationalizat 'n of technology. Some predict there
will be ony five global companis by the end of the centuy.-GMk Toyota, Ford, Honda and Nisan, with
Fat of Italy a possible sixth (Business Month, February, 1988).

4.03 Almost aU major vehicle and component manufacturers already have adopted a global
perspective in their competitive strategies. For examnple auto emponent companies such as GKN and Lucas
of the U.K, Bosch Inc of West Germany, and Champion Spark Plugs of the U.S. are international
companies Their development of long-term relationships with international vehice manufacturers means
their investment decisions are driven by international factors rather than domestic market factots only. (F;T,
Nov. 7, 1989).

4.04 Globalization of the oomponent sector includes the growing capacity of Japanese
manufacturing in North America and Southeast Asia, and the already large presence of American component
manufactures in Mexico.

4.05 Increased coUaboration among players in the global auto industry reduces the risks and costs
of competing in different regional markets The strongest links in the world industry are between Japanese
and U.S. automakers. Each of the major producers in the respective countuy has strategic agreements with
its foreign counterparts In some cses U.S. companies have equity holdings in Japanese produceo

4.06 Both US. and Japanese firms are expected to increase their joint ventures in the European
auto industry during the 1990s. Until now, US. involvement (with the exception of Chrysler) has tended
to be througb wholly-owned subsidiaries.

4.07 Examples of recent US. and Japanese joint venture involvement in Europe include:

* GM taking a 50 per cent stake in Saab, the Swedish auto and aerospace group, in a US$600
mition deal in 1989;

Volvo and Mitsubishi negotiating joint venture car production in Western Europe; and

( Examples include: Ford holds a 25% equity stake in Mazda of Japan In the US., Mazda operates
an assembly plant producing cars fr sale under both the Ford and Mazda badges, while Culer
and Mitsubishi bave a joint venture, Diamond Star, which also produces cars for both saes networks.
General Motors has a 41.6% stake in Isuzu, as well as a small holding in SuzukL General Motors
and Toyota, respectively the largest U.S. and Japanese veicle makers, have been running a joint
venture in the US.-NUM , New United Motor Manumfacuring-since the early 1980s, assembUng
Toyota-designed cas, In Freemont, Clifornia, for the two companies' US. sales networs (FT.
World Car Industry Suvey, Sept. 13, 1989).
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* Volkswagen and Ford plann'ng to develop a new vehilde for the European market
(announced in late 1989)

* Unipart, a British parts and ditribution group, announcing joint venture with a Japanese
company to manufacture catalytic convt systems to curb car exhaust emions (Fr,
June 12, 1990).

Thi vehicle is being designed to compete in the multi-purpose vehicle market, considered to be one of the
fastest-growing market segments of the European car martet In the 1990s (FT, Dec. 18, 1989)

4.08 Automakers also are focing their attention on Eastern Europe Since expes predct car
sales could doubte over the next decade from the curmt 2 million per anmumn Eastern Europe also
provds a convenitat base from which to export bot ehicles and components to the rest of Europe.
There is the added advantage of a skilled labot force and ratiely low wage costs in the short ru.

4.09 Recent interest in Eastern Europe includes the wing negotiations and agements.

* No less than eight car groups (e.g., GM, Ford, Toyota and Nissan inter alia) are engaged
in joint venture discussions with Skoda, the Czechoslovak carmaker (FT, May 4, 1990).

* GM announced in early 1990 a $150 million joint venture with Raba, the Hungrian
automotive engineering group, to build 200,000 engines and to assemble 30,000 cars a year
(FT, July 17, 1990).

* Ford is to invest $80 mllion in an automotive components plant in Huna. The
components (automotie ignition coils and fuel pumps) will be eported to Ford vehicle
assembly plants in Western Europe. The deal also wil allow Ford to iease its vebicle
exports from Western Europe to Hungary (Ibid).

- Nissan recently announced plans to set up 36 car dealerships in East Germany, making it
the fist Japanese car company to market its vehices there. The new dealership network
also will play an important role in servicing the vehiles of West German Nissan owners
tnreUling to the East (PT, June 22, 1990).

The Soviet Union also is generating interest as an imestment site. Flat recently signed a $1A billion joint
venture to build an automobile factory in the Soviet Union whkb will produce 300,000 cas per year before
the end of the decade This is similar to arrangements Flat alread bas in Yugosbia and Poland.

D-p C Prducers

4.10 Joint ventures for research, production and marketing are paricularly important for
developing country producers who need to colaborate with foreign manufuers to obtain tednica
expertise and to secure marketing outlets. Examples of joint ventures in developing countries inlude

* Autolatina in South America, a joint venture bet Ford and Volkswagen and one of the
largest joint ventures in the world auto industry,

* Samsung, South Korea's largest conglomerate, is starting to produ trucks with Nissan
Diesel of Japan supplying the technology (PT, June 26, 1990).

43J In the long run, car sales could reach 7 milon per yea if car populaton densiths reach Western
levels (, March 6, 1990).
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* Suzukis 40 per cent stake In Maut Motots of India; and

* Toyota's plans, In collsbofation with a Pakdstani conglomerate, to begin vehilde production
in Pakdstan by 1993 (FT, May 1,1990).

4.11 Such arrangements also can Increae technolog transfer to developing countries. However,
developing countries must be able to provide the infastructure, administrative procedures, and business
practioes necsay for the successful transfer of modern technology. Maruti, for Instance, wi become the
sole supplier of Suzuki small cars to Europe afte 1992 but Suzukd hesitated to commit itself to this plan
until recently, in part because of the variable quality of componen manufactured in India Maruti hopes
its export expansion will enable It to force Its supplkrs to upgrade the quality of their products (FT, May
18, 1990

4.12 The increased integration of the global sutomothve industry also make it less and less viable
for developing country suppliCra to sustain independent automobik manuCtring industries. Auto parts
manufacturig is seen as a more realistk way for most developing countries to paticPatt in the 0obal
industry. To be successful, component suppliers will probaby bave to *hook ur with one of the 50 to 100
international firms likely to dominate the market by the end of the 199(L

4.13 As mentioned, increasing competition and rationalization also is expected to take place in
the aftnarl It is ptedicted that there wil be fewer first-tier suppliers specalizing In well4efined
product sectors and opeating on an international basis. In turn, this impLes that second- and third-tier
suppliers also would have to maintain international quality standuard

!I Thi agreement also provides Maruti with a crial kver in peasuading the Indian government to
allow it to double production capacity to 250,000 cars a year.
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V. SIRUCTURE OF THE U.S AFrERMARKET
AND DISTI BUTION CHANNELS

A. Ovew of the U.!L Aftermarket gf

SIe and Sucture S

5.01 In 1988, the U.S. aftrmket was estimated to be US$106.7 billon in retail dollas The
total aftermaket can be disaggregated Into four segments:

* automotive services (US$44 bMilon)
* replacement pars (US$36.5 billion)
* chemia1s, ires and baerie (USS17.8 billion), and
* accessories (US$&4 bilon).

5.02 'Me total aftenarket grew by an annual rate of 1.1% from 198 to 1988 and is forecast
to incrase on average by 2.5% annualy from 1988 to 1993. mhe market for r _ parts had an
annual growth rate of 0.8% during the same period and this growth is expected to rise to 2.7% annualy
between 1988 and 1993 (Table 5.1).

Tbe 51 MARKET SE AND STIUCTURE

CQmem Dolla MaOWe ($US MMifai)

TOWl Sevice Repasemn Tim &
AMlermartet Exd. Part ?art Baftaeies Awceasols

1983 84$W 3350 2950 15MM 6,6
1988 106,700 44,000 36,500 17.800 8i400
1993 i 147W 610 4950 21,700 1I10
% per Year 198388 4.7% S6% 4.4% 31% 4.9%
% per Year 198893 I 6.1% 68% 63% 40% 65%
% per Year 19893 9 S.4% 62% 53% 3.% 5.7%

Al F*Imas.

Sour= DeaRosind Aut_motiv Reseach In

4/ Unless otherwise Indicated, informati In this section is primaiy drawn from Canadian Automotive
Aftemarket Stratetic Market Analis of EqDot Opuortunities to the US, DesRosiers Automotive
Reseach, 1989, lfends and Oppornities in the North Amedn Automoge A 1989;

geral Vision of the Madcan Auto Restrocturing Pro Booz Allen and Hamilton, 1987;
Tne Automotive Replacement Parts Industry', unpublished student paper, Yale, 1987.

/ 24As previously stated, replacement parts and acessories markets are rthe fOu ,r
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5.03 The market for aftermarket automotive showed strong growth from 1983 to 1988,
rising by 1.4% per annunm This growth is expected to continue, avraging 2.9% from 1988 to 1993
(Table 5.1).

Factors Influenin Aftdmarket Growth

5.04 In addition to the factors discussed in Section 11, several other variables influence AM
demand for replacement parts and accessories.

5.05 Demographic trends. With a population of approximately 240 million people, the US. is
one of the largest single autoparts markets. Demographic trends influencing the structure of the aftermarket
include:

* population density
* degree of urbanization
* unemployment rates, and
* personal Income per capita.

Demographic variables help a supplier determine the demand for certain products in certain markets. For
instance, in a highly urbanized area such as southern California, demand for replacement parts for compact
and sub-compact imported cars is much greater than in the mid-west where mid-size domestic cars and light
trucks are more prevalent (Purchasing, May 26, 1988). (Table B.l presents the most recent demographic data
for the nine census regions in the continental US.)

5.06 Vehide fleet4 In 1987, 176.2 million vehicles were registered in the U.S., and the number
of vehicles is growing by approximately 2.5% annually. Passenger cars accounted for the largest portion
of vehicles in operation-about 77%, or 135.4 million units; light trucks accounted for approximately 19%
of vehicles in operation, or 333 million vehicles (rable 5.2)*

5.07 Age of vehilde population This is another Important factor influencing aftermarket demand
for replacement parts. The average age of passenger cars in operation rose significantly from the early 1970s
to 1987, from 5.7 years to 7.6 yeas The average age of trucks (8.0 years in 1987) increased more slowly
in the same time peuiod (Table C3).

5.08 With the exception of certain maintenance services that are performed routinely over the
life of a vehicle, such as oil changes and tune ups, the prime aftermarket repair years are for four to 10-
year-old automobiles. Newer vehicles are covered by manufacturers' warranties, while older ones tend to
be driven less and their owners less likely to pay for major repairs

471 Annex C examines the US. vehicle fleet in greater detaiL

4§( Vehicles registered include those for business use and those prmarily for personal use. In 1987,
total vehicles regstered also included 7.4 million heay-duty trucs and buses, representing 4.2% of
the total vehicle fleet.

492/ Regional market descriptions are discussed in Annex C
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lbc FACTORS INFLUENCING MARCET GROWTH

Unie stata Mowr VebNe Retatkos by Ceu Dsion 1967

Automobe Ught Thaciw Togal Motor Vehidc

CO_ Divso Number (%) Numb (%) Numbr

UNITED STATES 13S,431,112 769 333,M0 189 176,191,339

New ld 136776 8666 1,27,141 10.9 9,9712
Mlddle Alanc 19,180,730 86I2 2,360,572 10.6 22,259,881
Et Nrth Ctal 23,714,096 793 4,92.376 15. 29,704,108
Soubth MIane 24,814,561 77A 6,193,101 193 32,077,76
Pacific 20,432,9S3 76.2 4,976.240 185 26,8224
Eat South Ceonl ,778,68 74.1 294,646 219 11,844,189
Wet North Cental 10,111,541 713 3,177,998 22.4 14,176,942
Mountain 7,017,019 683 2,812,797 27.4 10,278,31
West South Centrd 13,244,749 67.5 5,495,184 280 19624,904

Al Tbee p _entags do not total 100% as heany tu am not incl

Scum U.S. Dep _unt of Thnuoraton, Fedea Highway Admmltt, 1987.

5.09 Impoed vedces constitute the largest and fastest growing segment for the U.S. aftermarket.
By 1988, Impor reprented 35% of the new car market vmsus less than 20% in 1979. The aftermarket
for imported car and light truck parts is growing more than three times faster than the aftemarket for
domestic vehices. In terms of retail sales, a recent study projects that aftemarkt Import sales will rise
from $13.5 billion in 1987 to $22.7 billion in 1993X

5.10 Nonetheless, penetrating the Import aftermarket is extremely difficult. Owners of foreign
cars tend to return to their car dealership for service rather than to the traditional afermarlket service
canters This makes access to this Import market harder for suppls lacking strong linkages with the
vehicles manufacturers. Imported car dealerships usually buy OEM quality parts directly from the vehicle
manufactureL

5.11 In 1989,32,048,180 imported cars were in operation in the US., an ease of 4.6% from
198 In 1989, imports acoounted for 26.1% of total automobiles In operation, a rise of 10% since 1980
(Figure 5.1).

2I Frost and Sullan, -e Import Car Aftermarket!, 1989.

J/ The AM ditribution sucture is described in Section TV, Part B.

E2,/ Within most parts and service altegoris, foreign car owners return to the dealership between 35
and 50% of the time veasus 10 and 15% for domestic car ownes
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Figure 6.1
Imported Passenger Cars In Operation In the U.S.
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5.12 Market grwh segmeut light trucks. Light truck s wunt for over 30% of noew vehice
sales, compared with about 20% five years ago, but their numbers across region vaiy gretly (Table C.2).V~
They also require more maintenance thun passenger cars since they are driven more miles each year, usually
under harsher cornditions.

5.13 The light truck market segment Is dominated by domestic manulfacturers,l5 and a greater
percentage of domestic vehicle owners rel on the traditional aftermarket for service compared to owners
of imports. Thi suggests that small, les sophisicted suppliers might have bette aweess to the liHot truck
aftermarket segment than to other aftermarket growth segments (e.e., the Import car pc in genera)
Moreover, market research reveals that owners of liHot trucks are big users of accessonies,ll indicating an
are of significant opportunity to accssory suppliers.

Ml Markets In the industial northeat and along the eastern seaboard have low proportions of light
truck, ranging from 10.6% to 15.8%. In comparion, the 'heartland' reoons-the Great Plafins,
Rocky Mountains and south central states-ar chraterized by the highest relative concentrations
of light tucks registered, vith percentage ranging between 21.9% and 28.0%.

2.4I Approximately 85% of light trudcs are purchased from the Big Three versu about 65% of passeger

&5 Items such as exteri orlgting packages step bumpers, truck bed linrs roll bars interior seating,
and many other items are very popular with light truck owners
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5.14 Mles divn A common misperoeption is that as new vehicle sales decase, aftenrarket
activity is driven up. ne aftermarkt actually is more responsie to miles ddven: hcles require more
maintenance the more they are driven, but during slow ecoaomic times (L.e, when new vehicles sales are
down) consumers, colectvely, drive less tere, the aftemaket declines in response

5.15 It is projected that in 1990, American driers will drive over 1.5 trllion miles, versus the
1978 figure of 1.1 tril Between 1978 and 1990 the annual projected increase averages 2.8%; between
1983 and 1990 the figure Is projected as 3.8% (Fable C.5)*

Eqilpment and Buying Prefaues

5.16 Tio fctors that influence accessorks market gowth are (a) the amount of equipment
Instled on new vehiles and (b) consumer buying preferences.

5.17 Equipment on new vehkles: The past decade has seen the disappearance of the stripped
down vehkle'U and a rising level of factory-instaled equipment that comes as standard features on new
cars. The Japanese armakrs Ispired this trend by offering well.equipped economy cars at a time when
their US. ounterparts offered only minimally equipped modelsL For example, 85-90% of ati domestic
passenger cars sold today have air conditioning, In comparison to only 23% in 1965.

5.18 On the one hand, more equipment on nw vehicles leaving the factory may limit
opportunitks in the accessories aftermarket for the sale of equipment that used to be owner-lnstalled. On
the other hand, the accesories market continues to grow as manufacturs develop new products and market
niches Moreover, as standard equipment lsts grow and options lists shrink, consumers search for new ways
to -petsonalimu their vehicZ

5.19 Comer buyin Ihe market for appearancltrm (non-mechankial) acesores is more
fashionddrven than other segments of the aftermarket and thus more volatie. This underscores the need
for accessories manufictus to have accurate market information so they can react quidldy to changes in
the OE market and consumer tastes. Such market information also helps a manufacturer know when an
acesoy is becoming less popular and thus coming to the end of its product life cle.

B. Distribution Channels

5.20 The aftermarket distribution system is difficult to segment since it is highly complex, with
many players overlapping; nonetheless, it compries three primay channels:

- the 'traditional' channel oriented toward the mechanicInstalled market,

* the retl channel focused on the do-it-yoursdf market, and

* the original equipment service (OES) channel where dealerships sell and install parts and
acoessories

Figure 52 illustrates these channels.

5/ Total annual mileage is relatively inebasdc in relation to gasoline prices In 1979 and 1930, when
the price of gasoline at the pump was increasing at annual rates of 30% to 40%, the number of
mile drien was declining at a tate of just over 1%. In 1986, when rail fuel prices declined by
well over 20%, the number of mies driven increased by only 22%.

EJ For example, one with extrmely spartan interior and extrior trim and with a bare minimum of
standard equipment and conveniec0/comfbrt features.

s/ Almost all w cams bave AM-FM stereo radios, and many economy cars have contoured individual
seats with plush surace padded steering wheels, and the like.
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5.21 Tradtionl distibutin chann_l A manufacturer reLis on vario distribution channels
in bringig a product to market A manufacturer may sell directly or gD through a mauufacturws
repesentative,V but the most important product flow Is from the manuacurer directly to the warehouse
ditrultor (WD). In addition, the manufacturer may sell either to the buying offlce of a service franchlseif
or to an expeditorAV Smaller manufacturers commonly use manuurer' agents, but some WDs resist
dealing with them, due to the additional cost involved.

S22 Warehouse distributors act as intermediaries in the distribution system. Their traditional
role has been to buy in volume from a variety of manufcturers, inventory the pats, and sell sma batches
to jobbers as required. Industry sources estimate that approximately 900 WDs are currently operating in
the U.S., a decline of at least 10% since 1980 (Automotive Aftermarket News, April 1989).

5.23 The great majority of warehouse distributors are small, single-location companies with
annual sales of less than US$10 million. A smaUer group of WDs are medium-sized oDmpanies that operate
multiple locations. These companies, of which there are fwer than 20 sIgnficant players, have sales in the
USS10 to $100 million range. The final group of WDs-propraw distribution groups-comprises a handful
of plays, with sales in excess of USS100 million. The most powerful of these include NAPA, APS and
CarQuest, Inc.

5.24 Program distribution groups were formed by the WDs to increase their economies of scale
and offer increased service to their jobbers. WDs associated with program distribution are members in a
consolidated buying group and marketing agency. Although the WD usually still deals dicly with
manufacturers, he is able to enjoy distnrbution price levels and to benefit from various other services,
including group advertising and, in some cases, private label branding. In 1988, 46% of WDs in the US.
were members of program distribution groups!W (A list of the rgest program distnbution groups is
provided in Annex D).

525 Below the warehouse distnbutor is the Jobber, whose role is to provide almost instant
avaiability of parts to the installer. Currently, there are estimated to be 26,000 jobber stores, a drop of
approximately 4,000 since 1980. The decline in the number of jobbers reflects the competitive environment
in which they operate as well as their changing customer base. Jobbers today compete intensely in the do-
it-yourself (DMY) market with tail automotive specialty stors Approximately half the jobbers now deal
solely with the mechanic-installed (Ml) market, and half with both the Ml market and the I)IY market
(Market Analysis, MEMA, July/Aug. 1988). Moreover, approximately 40% of jobbers are affiliated with
program distribution, through an agreement with a WD or through actual ownership by the WD. Jobbers
associated with a program distribution group generally buy between 70% and 100% of their par through

V9 A manufaces representative is a third party acting as an intermediary for those manufacturers
with limited marketing resources and knowledge of the US. AS.

§/ Sevice fanchirs (eg., Midas) are companies that either franchise or own specialist AM installation
chains. The largest ones deal directly with the parts manufacturer rather than purchase through a
warehouse distributor.

§J/ Expeditors are cmpanies that buy from the manufacturer or from an independent repackager and
sell directly to the inssaller (usualy car dealens). They often deal in repackaged products and are
relatively few in number awoss the United States.

g WDs who do not belong to ptogram distribution groups are refered to as independens
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the group distribution networkl Below the jobber is the nstller, the final group of playes In the
traditional distribution channel*

5.26 Varlous trends are evident along the WD-jobber Installer distribution path.

* First, the sector is undergoing significant consoidation and rationalization, which is most
evident from the growtb of large program distribution groups. Tifs pattern is predicted to
continue, Indicating that the number of idpendent WDs and jobbers wfll also continue
to decrease.

* Secnd, there is an emerging pattern of WD specialIzation, particularly for small and
medium-sized players With growing pars proliferation and the increased range of services
now demanded from a WD, a number of these fhms tart specific product areas or market
niches. Although still too early to determine the signce of this trend, it may result
in manufacturers dealing with fewer WDs to achieve market coverage.

527 Finally, specialty repair outlets and chdais are increasing their market share while the
number of independent service stations is declining. Specialty repair operations have established their
market presence by focusing on a particular repair or maintenance service such as muffer replacement or
tune-ups. Tey offer faster service at a lower cost, and as they have expanded and offered more repair
services, their market share has Irweased at the expense of the independent service sector, e.g., Independent
auto repair centers, service stations and garages (Motorage, Oct., 1989).

Retal DstrIbuion Channels

5.2 Retail distribution channels focus on the DIY markelt In entering this market the
manufacturer (or his/her agent) has the choice of selling either o a warehouse distributor, a feeder, or the
buying office of a mass merchandiser or other automotive retv.] outlet.

5.29 Many WDs concentrate on supplying retail-o. -nted jobbers and non-jobber automotive parts
stre, but the majority of WDs and retail jobbers also sell to the mechanic-installed market.

5.30 Feeden are companies that act as intermodbries between manufacturers and retailers of
automotive products (usually mass merchandisers or outlets that do not sel automotive products exclusively).
They often buy on a shipment basis from the manufacturer and sel in the required volume to individual
retail outlets or smaU retail chains.

531 large automotive specialty chains (e.g., Northern Automotive Corp., Pep Boys, and Western
Auto Supply Co.) and major mass merchandisers (eg., Seas, K-Mart, and Wal-Mart) offer signifficant
markets to pans manufacturers, but they place vey high demands on suppliers in terms of price, payment
and delivery terms, and service! These retail players purchase some products directy from manufacturers-
-induding overseas manufacurer-through in-house buying ohms. Chain outlets also may source from local
jobbers for low-value, low-turnovr goods.

W/ There are a few isolated cases of jobbers forming colective buying groups to by-pass WDs and deal
directly with the manufacturer, but these groups have not proven successful in the U.S.

i/ The various types of instalers are not examid in detail since the focus of this report is
opportunities for DC manufacturers, and manufaturers rarely deal directly with the installer.

5/ Annex D lists major mass merchandisers and the lrgest automotive specialty chain stores.
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532 By the end of 1990 a reducto In the overai quantity of aftemairket reta and sevic
outets a antipated. The market she of ma me _ean Is expected to aontinue faing, whfle auto
spedalty r s ae lik ely to expeien a Sowdown frm the apid gowth of the late 1974k and first half
of the 9Bs (able 53). e growth of the DIY market in the 19605 and 197ik appear to have peaked,
and the stongt growth segmet now s specialty repaishops and frncises Hoeer, discount auto retail
cains continue to record strong market growthL Inmeasing technological compledty of many automobiles
and the aging of the large US. population segment-which was rponsible for the aer Icease in DIY
rpar-a two of the main ctos behind the decin of the DIY market

bk3 AUTOMO1TV AFIERP4ARJET OUTLE1I
(Rt & Sa*me)

Numbr at Outlets % a.qe Fsum

1976 19S6 1990 1976 1986

pairsav 1se o0 80N000 48 -2.9
Oeni reqar sevkce 85,000 75,000 60,00D -. 1 -3
Car dealers 27W500 22000 2,000 -24 b3.6
Jobbers 30,500 28,000 26,00 -1.2 .1.9
Mm madmndbs 8,500 7,000 6,SOO -21 -1.9
Auto s rcida l sitMm 5,00 9,000 10,000 53 26
hre st 17,000 1S,000 14,010 -LS -1.7

Muffbr shape 2,OC 4,600 ,00 70 2.1
Osher spe-d repahaP

lube, tmeap,r dcar
spdalit) 430 6100 7000 9 34

Total 871,000 311,600 297500 -1.7 -12

it 199 figusm e adma

Sor: AT. KIeay, I=

Original -44w Sav Channe

5.33 New car dealerships sell and in aftemakaet goods, generaly brand-name products
purched fom vehicle manufaturer parts dhions or from manufacts ified by the veicle
manuacturea. ¶ihe imporace of the OES chanel is ikely to gin importance due to a number of
reasons:

* longer vehicle warranties meat customer returning to their dealership over a longer time

* the growing imt fleet-a market subsecor with high dealer loyalty,

* eineased technologi sophitction of vehices,which dealrhps are better equipped to
dea with through their linkages to vehice manu ue and

* increased emphasis on the OES as a empetitio poit by vehice manufces tyi8ng to
increase customer loyalty.
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Egure 5.3: ACCESORIES DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS IN U.S. AFTERMARKET
OES MARKET TRADITIONAL MARKET RETAIL MARKET
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Source: DesRosiers Automotive Research, Inc.
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VI. SURVEY RESULTS: OVERSEAS SOURCING OF REPLACEMENT
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, AND MARKET ENTRY
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE U.S. AFrERMARKET

6.01 Telephone interviews waee cnducted with manufacturers, imporwts, and manuctues'
representatves to obtain information about ovrsee sourcing of replacement parts and accessories for the
US. aftermarket. Adldtonal information about accessories was obtained from interniews with retail firms
and spealty service outlets. These results form the basis of this secloin

A Reasons for Oversers Sourcig

602 PrIce Cost is the main reason for sourcing abrad, assuming that the necessawy quality
standards also can be met. Both manufacturers and importes e think in terms of total cost, and thus
build distribution, transportation, and agent fees into their cost calculations. The majority reported that
they need a minimum of 20% to 25% total cost savings in order to consider bung from, or changing to,
an overseas supplier.

6.03 UnavaIabIlIty of parts for Imported ea Sonme parts and accessories for Imported cars-
usualy low-volume Japanese and luxury European models-are not available from domestic sources. They
often are purchased abroad from the OE suppiier or, occasionally, from pars suppliers in third countries

6.04 Pa1s pr _featln For manufactus, parts proliferation means increased tooling costs
and low-volume production runs It also creates serious issues related to inventory control and assodated
management costs For these reasons, many manufacturers "chery plckr the parts they will produce (usually
the highest volume pars) and -buy-In" the rest. Moreover some firms that offer ful lines purchase low-
volume parts overseas to fil out a line, even if it creates a loss on cetain individual part numbers

6.05 Parts proliferation offes opportunities to overseas suppLiers N if they are able to develop
a niche market entry strategy based on the production of out-sourced part numbers But opportunities for
deveoping country suppliers might be limited because many of these part are low-olume, highly sophis
ticated, and with a high technolog content. Thus they require the supplier to have flexible maufaurig
capabilities.

6.06 Parts proliferation for most tpes of accessors Is ddven not by technological hanges nor
a gowing Import fleet, but by changing fashions and onsumer tastes Thus, supplers have to be able to

SI Results from these interviews camnot be considered statistically significant nor necessariy
representative of the afrermarket as a whole. Nonetheless, it Is hoped that they poin: to significnt
trends about U.. aftermarket sourcing arrangements, how they are formed and the motiions
behind them. Manus and importers often are ollectively considered as buyers," but they
are discussed separately when Important diffeces In their behavior are highlighted. A compkte
list of fims interviwed is found in Annex H

@jI Sinam most of the manufacturers' representatives intervewed perform similar funtons to Imporers,
they are considered part of this group for the purposes of the repor.

7Q1 "Ovseas suppler" refers to any foreigl manufactrer (European, Japanese, or from a developing
country).
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dinguish betwee fads and longer-term trends to od investing heaiy in producls with limited life

607 Subsdiarlus. Some international mnctures have subsidbaries in other countries from
which they purchase parts and/or awsorie. Apart from 1 3qu !adra W enterprises In Medco, most of
these subsiari pimarily serve the market tn which they are located. The wmll sell eawess stock or
produce speial orders for their US. parents/dIvsbions If they have excess capacity from time to tm For
instance, the U.S. diision of an international automotive Ughting fim has a subsidiry in Mexico from which
it regularly buys lighting parts, although It demands higher quality control standards than those set for the
Mexican market If the U.S. division manufactures a new product at its Mexican subsidiary, tooling is
developed and tested in the firm's European headquarters first before being deployed to Mexico.

60)8 Dvopment of SImprt les Certain manufactrers found they were losing busines to
imports and bepan to produce their own 'import lines in conjunction with overseas suppler For instance,
a manufactuer of automotide service equipment now offers dual lines: a somewhat expensive domestic-
made one and an imported line that is price competive with the better quality impors This company
deals exclusively with a Taiwanese supplier to which It provides all design specifications and ful engineering
supporLt

B. Resons for Not Sourcing Overseas

62)9 AvaIaiUiy In the domestc makeL Manufacturers would prefer to source parts domestically
if posble, that is, if the parts are available. It is easier to communlcate withe local suppier and to
monitor quality, and transportation and distribution can be simplified.

6.10 iomscatn i one of the biggest problems for manufacturers and importers that source
overseas. They emphasized that it was critical for overseas supplis to provide basic communicationt support
senrices. At a minimum, they expect at last one English-speaking person in the firam Agents often act as
cmmunicators for smaller firms that lack experience with international trade-W Several importers repiied
in the interviews that dealing with large developing country suppliers was often diicult because the feeling
was -that you needed them more than they needed you. For instance, one imporer compared Its
relationship with a Spanish supplier of brake parts to Its relationship with large Korean manufac It
had good communications with the Spanish supplier, who kept the U.S. firm up to date on the status of its
production orders Te Spanish suppier also peridically nformed the US. importer (rapidly, by fax)
whenever it strted producng new part numbers that might interest the importer. In contrast, the U firm
had to pr production information from the large Korean suppli It also had great difficulty assessing
those suppliers' ability to produce parts that the US. flrm might want to purchase

6.11 Stble supplier _ Lxng-term, stable relationships with domestic suppliers are
greatly valued by manufXctures and most would not chage them without good reason. For instane, most
US. manubfarers would not purebase individual parts numbers from ovseas supplier-en with
considerable cost savlngs-if this type of tasaction jopardi their relatonships with their traditional ful.
line suppliers at home. If major cost differences exist between the overseas lines and the domestically-

/ One importnt area in which automotive fashion is constantly undergoing changes is color (both
inteior and exterior). Many observers free a trend towards bold 'fun colors in the 1990s, in
contrast to the conservative hues that dominated in the 1980sL

2Zf The is an in-bond sector, lcated along the Mexcan-U.S. border, which assembles and
eors products using Impored parts

2/ See Section D for a more detaled discusion of the role of agents.
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suppied line, the manuburer wil approach the curMet supplier to fnd out why. From there, a new price
dight be offerod by the suppHer, or the differences in the prices might be explined on the basis of higher

quality or better ddletry oa the pat of the domestc company, among many possibl reasons.

6.12 Qualty A common complaint is that overses suppliers too often cannot meet the quality
standards necessary for the U.S. aftermarket. Many manufactue and imporers wil not source so-caled
'liability pars from developing countries-pam that are safety related, such as brake systems, master
cylindes, certain engine pars, and fuel-related part, for which high quality Is citicaL Tibs is because
manufacturers and/or Importers can be held liable in court if a part malfuncdons and risks people's lives.
Liability pats are soured domestiy because many overseas suppliers camnot get the 'broad form vendor
coverage (lability insurance) that buyers require from suppLers of liability part.

6.13 T hunsportaton and distribution Cost is not the only issue important in overseas sourcing;
the ready availability of parts is also cra aL But ovseas tansportation and distribution logis are a
constraining factor in parts delivery. Many manufacturers consider these factors more complex, because of
the uncertainty, than domestic sourcing aanmenILts2

6.14 Lack of fornaton. Importets daim they would rely more on overeas souring if they
had ietter information about potential suppliers and their capabilities,41' Manufacturers reported the same
lack of information but to a lesser extent. Both groups also Indicated the importance of potential suppliers
providing them with price lists that use or are comparable to U.S. part number

6.15 Cutary reputao Many manufacturers and importers are reluctant to source from
developing countries because their customers hold strong biases against products from these countries,
iting alleged low quality. This is partiularly true for more sophisticated parts and expensive accessories.

For instance, ne specialty importer sourced fenders for a European luxury car from a Mexian
manufaturer. Although the Importer himself was satisfied with the quality of the fenders, he discontinued
the arrangement since his customers were skepti about US$5,000 luxury car parts 'made in Mexicdo
Moreover, the corporate headquarters of some manufacturers reported that one of the largest obstacles to
overseas sourcing is the bias of their own buyer Many buyers support an unofficial buy American" policy,
which Is based partly on their belief that overseas suppliers offer inadequate quality and that overseas
sourcing is logistically difficult and unreliabl

6.16 Carrying eosts Complicated payment arrangements are a disincentive for US. companies
to source abroad. For example, domestic suppliers in the U.S. cary a buyer's purchasing costs for 60 days,
whereas overseas suppliers generally have to be paid with a 60 day letter of credit before a shipment is sent.
If 30 days transport time is factored in for dealing with an ovseas supplier, a US. buyer has money tied
up for a minmum of 90 days before dehivy of goods.

6.17 Slhe of o ler me inacreasing problem of parts proliferation means that US. buyers are
requesting smaller ordes But, smaer importers and manufaturers complain that many overseas suppliers
will not dea with them because the orders are not large enough to make production feasible-and the
production capabilities of many developing country suppliers are not geared to low-volume productiolL

6.18 P ram dstb i groups. These groups my represent potential opportunIdes for
overseas supplies since the major program distribution groups source virtually nothing from overseas
suppliers directly-al their importd parts and acessories are purchased throug importers or manufatr
The main reasons for these groups' not sourcing overseas directly, which emerged from the interviews, were:

74N These issues are dicussed in greater dei in Secion E.

7/ dee Section D for further dission of this point.
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* lacrk of ovetseas contacts,
* transport and distribution difficultles, and
* lack of sales support by overseas supplhe

Most program distribution groups said they were not set up to deal directly with oveseas supplies lTey
acknowledged, however, that if at least one of the groups stated direct importig, the other would feel
pressured to follow.

C Products and Producton Relationshi

Produets Typ1cly Sourced/Not Sourced from Devdoping Countroo 31

6.19 Not surprisingly, technologialy sophisticated parts are least likely to be souroed from
developing countries, as are parts for which brandname is Importat. This is partcularly so for liability
parts (see Part B above), which typically are not soucel frm deveoping countries. In any case,
manufactures and importers soume various pars from developing countries based on many considerations,
primarily the manufacturer's area of speciaization. Some of the most frequently mentioned products thus
sourced arm

* bearings, belts, hoses, springp and fasteners,
stampings and castings,
suspension systems,
vaious engine parts, and

- functional accessory items, such as wiper blades and hornsV

EMany imporers source diverse product categorieS-from siglrder fashion acsorkis (e.g, novelty key
ains) to imported and domestic hard pars (eg., shocks suspension, internal engine components). Some

of the most frequently mentioned products are:

- bearings, belts, hoses, springs and fasteners,
* ignition parts, filters, hard pars, and
* accessory items, both functional and non-functionaLS

F llnes Versus Individual Pars

620 Approximately 40% of the firms intewed primarily sourced indvidual parts, while
another 40% sourced both ful lines and individual parw However, there are differene between the
sourcing arrangements of the manucturers and importes manufacturers were more likely to source
individual parts than importers, who tended to source both full lines and individual panrs

I This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of products sourced from DCs by manufactus and
importers. It only indicates some of the products sourced by the firms intervewed.

22/ A complete list of products sourced in developing countries by the manufcacuers interviewed is
found in Annex E

2W A full list of the products sourwed by the importers Interviewed is in Annex R

9 Thhese figures are not meant to be representative of the aemarket as a whole; rather, they reflect
the selecton of fims interviewed.
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71le 61: SOURCING: FULL LINE VS. INDIVlDUAL PARTS (9)

FUf Ine ldhdual Parts Both

Mauufactuas 15 30 10
Import8 5 10 30
TOWal 20 40 40

Sour: Sample of 42 fim interews, Mach 1990WMay 1990.

6.21 Thougb not conldusive, these figure suppon the argument that manucters tend to
'buy-n individual part numbers to f1 in' lines they themselves already produe. Ihe figures also suggest
that imporers are more likel to source complete lines-many said this is simpler than sourcing individual
part numbers and assembling the oomplete lines themselves

Types of Pmrducdom Relationships

6.22 Over 50% of the frms interviwed sourced most of their overseas parts and accessories
from independent suppliers Howev, maufcturers also soutred a significant amount from subsidiaries
and, less so, from joint ventures (see table below for the types of production arrangements). Nonetheless,
as previously mentioned, most of the subsidiary operations in developing countries (apart from the
maqu_adoma in Mexico) focus on the domestic market of the country in which they are located, ecporting
only selected products, or exporting when they bave exoess capacdty, to the U.S. aftmarket subsidiary.

Able TYP2S OF PRODUCTION RELATIONSHIPS (%)

J.V. Subsiday ndendet Oth W

Maaufctumw 13 23 27 10
Impxtmt - 27 _
TOal 13 23 54 10

a( Primal equit*y arulmn

Soroe: Sampb of 42 firm Inteies, Marmi 1990-My 1990.

623 In general, large multinational manuacturers aocounted for most sourcing aran.gements
with subsidiaries and joint ventures, while smaller manufacturs and Importers dealt with independent
firms The large international manurers were most likey to confine their dealings with independent
firms to non-affiliated suppliers-primarily in Japan and often OE supplies-to source low-volume,
technologically sophisticated pars not available elsewhere

Pnoducm Suppb of the Bue nd Supple

6i24 Tecn support prvided by buyers to pats mnuabctures (eg., engineerinj. prduct
design spcftions) varies geatly. Of the firms intenvewed, generally prowvided more
complete production support than did Importes, with deloping country supplieW s actng as final assemblers
in some cases But in some cases manufacturers provided no engineering support, expecting the overseas
producer to take ftu responsibility.
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6.25 Extensive production support angmets genealy took place between manufacturers
and oversea suppliers who shared long-tem, stable relatonships For instance, a U.S. manufacurer of
service equipment has been soucing its Imported line of such equipment exclusivewly from the same
Taiwanese supplier for almost a decade In fac, this manufacturer re4esigned its products so they could
be more easily adapted to production in Tahan Mme company also provides all designs and extensive
engineering support to the Taiwanese supplier. An engineer from the US. visits the Taiwan operation
every few months; if a new product is being introduced, the eagineer remains to oversee the initial
production phase, even if this takes several months If dissatisfied with the quality of some of the parts
from Taiwan, the U.S manufacurer even ships sub-components to the Taiwanese suppUer for a better
product

626 Based on the interviews, Imporers appear less lIkely to provide complete production
supporm Many indicated that they deal with numerous suppliers and cannot afford to, nor do they have
the resources, to develop more than a -buying relationship' with their overseas suppliers. In some cases
they provide design specifications and samples of producs to be copied. Howeer, importers were more
likely to pass on technical information if they wanted a suppler to produce specific part numbers or lines
not available for purchase elsewhere. For instance, one importer encouraged its most important Korean
supplier to develop a new Une of rotors, and it supplied the Korean fim with much of the technological
Information for tooling up. There were also examples of importers assbting their overseas suppliers with
the fnancial costs of producing new products

6.27 Retlers (mass merchandisers and automotive specialty retafl chains) that import accessories
directly from developing country supplers reported ovewhelmingly that they did not supply any technical
support at all to suppliers. Many indicated that thdr operations were not set up for that sort of interaction.

6.28 The prodctiom support expeded f9vm a deeoping country suppller, on the other hand,
depends on the supplier's size and sophisticatio. For insanre, large developing ountry manufacturers
may have to provide catalog services, technical support and so on, but smaler developing country firms
may have to supply only the flished product in bulk, which is then packaged by the buyer after its arrval
in the U.S.

Product Inteligence Information

6.29 In the past, product Intelligence was not an issue in the aftermarket, since manufacturers
had a time cushion' of at least four to five years before the introduction of new OE parts or part number
modifications affected the aftmarket This is no longer the cae The rapid decrease in the time needed
to take a car from the desi stage to production, combined with anual modifications to some pan
numbers, mean that product inteligence is now importat in the aftmarke Both manufacturers and
importers have compined that one of their bWst chalenges Is keeping up to date on new Japanese car
parts and part number modifications. In addition, the Big Three U.S. fims are introducing more frequent
changes to their part numbers.

6.30 Information about new products and modifications to part numbers comes from a variety
of sources. Salespeople are the most important source of information about new products and part number
modifications as well as being sounding boards for consumer feedback. Smaller firms depend on their sales
force and other industry contacts (e.g, auto repair outlets and OE pats suppliers) for product information.
Larger firms rey On their research depatments, wbkh purchase new part numbers and copy them, and also
may purchase design specifications for some products. In addition, some large manufctres have
engineering and design offices near the major automakers in Detrit.

~/ A common response was that Oriental supplies are good copiels but not creative inventors of new
product.
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6.31 In contrast, developing country suppliers receive most of their infomadon from
manufacturers and importets who buy their productL Some developing country firms may initiate the
produCtion of diferent parts and accessories themseles through attendance at Industty shows and through
local contacts. Taiwanese and Korean firms, for instance, get much product information from their domestic
automotive industries.

6.32 A number of manufacturing firms suggested that overseas suppliers could be of assistance
to them by keeping abreast of new developments in the product Unes which they produce for the buyers.
For instance, a few manufacturers and Importers felt that their Japanese suppliers were more up to date on
product changes than they themselves were. Buyers also tbought that developing countty suppliers producing
parts for the Japanese automotive manufacturers-partiularly In Taiwan, Korea, and some of the ASEAN
countries-should use that contact to get better product information.

Quality Reuunts

6.33 Buyers use various methods to determine the quality of parts and acoessories purchased
ovseas. Some buyers undertake extenive testing of both product samples and finished parts.
Manufacturers indicated that quality evaluation is crucial since their name is 'on the box' and their
reputation is damaged by poor quality. Quality evaluation also is important because of liability
considerations. Testing usually does not take place for all products, however. For manufacturers buying
from their overseas subsidiaries, quality control is a less important issue since parent companies expect,
and rely on, standardized quality from all their subsidiaries.

6.34 A common quality indicator comes via firms the overseas manufacturer already is supplying.
For instance, Uf the fim being supplied is a certified OE supplier for the lcal market (e.g, a supplier to
Hyundai in Korea or Volkswagen in Brazil), this indicates quality and prestige to many prospective buyersLY
Many buyers also rely on b _auam to define quality, while others take long-term relationships with
suppliers as a good indicator.

D. Buyer-Supplier Reladionships

635 Buyer-supplier relatonshIps an established through a variety of means. Buyes search
out suppliers through publications, buyers' guides, telephone listings, etc.B Foreign trade missions and
consulates in the US. are another important source for US. firms looking for Information about companies
lready doing business in the U.S. market. Most firms indicated they felt more comfortable with companies

that already had good reputations and referencs Buyers also attend trade shows and make 'fct finding'
and purchasing trips aboad.9' Trade shows allow buyers and suppliers to make formal and informal contacts
and, equally important, to reaffim their ongoing relationships. They funher offer suppliets an opportunity
to present buyers with samples of new part numbers and accessories.

/II One firm indicated that supplying to the local OE was not necessarily an indication of quality. This
firm expected ovaseas suppliers to provide their own technical support, and had found in many
cases that fims producing for the local OE are 'captive' supplier In other words, just putting the
parts together, but all the engineering support came from the OE manufacturer.

21I Most manufacturers and importets subscribe to various publications in which suppliers advertise.
For instance, Taiwan has an automotive industry newspaper in which many autoparts suppliers
adverts Other publications consulted by buyes indude Asian Sourcing Purchasin rskasing
Worla Japan Automotive Guide. and directories of manufacturers published by different overseas
govenments (e.g., the Korean Business Directory).

g/ AnnA a F provides a lst of key automotive trade shows In the US.
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Box l: HOW TO APPROACH A BUYER

The firms inteniewed indicated several effective ways for developing country suppliers to
approadc buyers:

By ktr. Buyers suggest a letter rom the potential suppUer as a first step. The caution
that poorly written letters often are disregarded-the feeling being that It would be hard to communicate with
a supplier who cannot present a coherent, grammatically corret letter in English A letter should contain
the fo"owing information:

* part numbers the supplier currently produces
* up-to-date prices for the parts, and
* list of supplier's present clients.

Buyers do not advise sending catalogues at this stage They will request catalogues U there
is any interest in working with a new supplier.

In general, manufacturers indicated that they prefer to receive individual ltters directly
targeted to their frms rather than form letters. In contrast, importers seemed Interested in receiving as
much information as possible from as many suppUers as possible and were less concerned about letter
format One Importer suggested that developing country suppliets targetLg importers should mail their
company brochure to as many import firms as possible. The brochure should contain a concise profile of
the firm and cover such areas as the firm's history, its products and technological capabilities, and what its
involvement is in its domestic market.

Trade shows. Another common means for initial contact with buyers is through trade
shows Seveal important automotive parts shows take place in the U.S. each year (a list is supplied in
Annex E). Developing country supplierexhibitors report that they are able to make numerous contacts with
buyers, which they follow up afterwards. In addition, these trade exhibitions give supplers an idea of current
product and production trends in the U.S. aftemarket.

In person Some manufacturers indicated they did not make important sourcing dedsions
without meeting supplers in person. This is because their relationships with ovetseas supplies often Involve
large investments of time and resources, and they need to be confident about the company's management

What can developing country governments do?

Most firms interviewed believed developing country governments are most effectve at
facilitating buyer-supplier relations indirectly. For instance, buyers stressed that the political stability of a
country was an Important consideration, parulary if they were giving significant financlal and/or technical
support to supplies. They also wanted to see reduced duties and export regulations In many developing
countries. Firms also offered more concrete suggestions for developing countty govenmuents:

* Help establish and fund overseas trade missions, making sure they have complete and
current information on home fim Many of the firms interviewed thought that trade
missions already offered important serices but needed to offer more information and that
trade missions should encourage more manufacturers to list with them.

. Be more accommodating to foreign firms that are planning buying trips to their countries.
For instance, governments could set up contact meetings for the buyers in a central location,
rather than the buyer having to travel aUl over the country.

* Create export incentives such as tax credits or direct rebates to reward firms that export.

* Educate buyers about the country by advertising in trade and financial publications, such
as the ones commonly read by buyers (e g., frOg and Purhlang World).
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6.36 In addition, industy contac and eommendations play an important role in identifying
potential suppliets. In fact, Intenews did not uncover any one mst edfctive way to establish buyer-supplier
links. Buers differed a great deal in their methods of kecaig suppliers, some preferrng to search out
suppliers themselves, others enoouraging supplers to contact them, and others depending on both methods.
Firms indicated that the effectveness of strategis depended on idvdual situations and a fim's needs at
different times.

6.37 Other buyers, however, indicated they bad Uttle time to search out supplers and relied
instead on suppliers contacting them.& For instance one ar8e manufacturer reported receiving an
enormous number of requests from suppliers. Ts firm sends poeni suppliers its catalogue, asking them
to quote for 10 or 12 parts. U the overseas supplier is cost effecie, its samples wUI be evaluated; if the
U.S. manufacturer is satisfied with the results, the supplier becomes a quoting vendor (iLe., it may bid for
the manufacturer's overseas production orders).

Length of Time Before Aetia of te First Pwl mpnt

6.38 The time that elapses between Initial buyer-upplier contact and the availability of the fist
parts shipment in the U.S. varies from as little as a few months to as long as a few yeams. In general,
manufaurers and importers that offered the teast production support to suppliers and those with less
ngorous quality testing standards reported the shortest time 1$La For manufacturers that provided overseas
suppliers all the product design specifications, offered substantial production support, and demanded strict
quality control standards, time lags of one to three years were not unusuaL

Role of Agents I

C.39 Agents' various functions range from iaison roles in the final market to complete
responsibilty for a buyer's oveseas production arrangements. The size and sophWscation of the overseas
supplier often determine an agent's functions. Agents most fequently handle overseas trnpeotaton and
distribution arranements for U.S. firms (see below), pwnar arly wben products from different suppliers
are consolidated at a centtal point for on-shipment to the US. Agents sometimes perform quality
inspections as welL Many large overseas suppliers also have agents in the US. Their Hliaon role responds
to U.S. firms' preference for dealng with local agents when a problem arises rather than long-distance with
the overseas manufacturers.

6.40 Some firms have developed long-tw relationships wt ther paets, rather than with
overseas suppliers finding such afrangements convenient because -the agent does...the leg work.to get the
best deal.' These agents take full responsibility for al aspects of production and transportation, having
the authority to change suppliers and frequently doing so when they locate more cost-effective suppliers.
Agents usually work on commission-receiving 3%-S% of the cost of the goods with their commission fees
built into the buyers total costs.

6.41 In contrast, many buyers said they prefer dealing directly with overseas suppliers if possible,
but indicated the need for agents, partly when deaUng with small or Iexprienced supplers

fI Letters and faxes are the most common methods for contactg manuaturers and importes

gj This secdon briefly examines the diffent lntermediary roles of an agent/trading company as they
pertain to buyer-supplier relaips. A detailed dusion of the functions of agents and trading
companies is beyond the scope of this paper.
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E. lTransprtaion and Distribudon

6642 FPn complabied about the unrullmlty of ovwsees ddiverks. hqey believe many
developing contry suppes do not undeastand that the afemarket is a serviceoriented busi and that
customers cannotdo not wait. On-time delveiy s prrcularly important for buyers of non-unique products
(e.g, wide-application replacement parts such as home and belts, and many stadard non-funetional
aCsore). For them late delvery means a lost sale and probably the loss of the customr, since such
products can be purdhased easily from numerous ra soures

6.43 Ld time. Many buyers considered this bator the next biggest problem after
communication. The loger lead times needed for overseas sourcing make It more diMfcult to reduce
inventories and caruyg costs at home. For this reason, relatively shor transpor times make Mexican
suppliers auactive to some North American buyes A few firms also mentioned that a shipment delayed
from Mexico is much easier to deal with than one coming from Asia.

6.44 To offset the potential for delayed delivery, manufactures and importes use computerized
forecasting systems to determine which parts and accessories to order early. The system also keeps track
of current inventory. Howeve, only two of the fims interviewed had electronic hookups with independent
overseas suppiers It is an expensive investment that requires a long-term reationship with a supplier to
make nt cot effeciv

6.45 Volume tovess purcuselo To reduce inventoy costs associated with parts prolferation,
frms ote carry smaller volumes of a wider variety of parts and accssorie This presents numerous
ransportation and distribution problems, nonethelss, pariulry for smaller buyes Firms want to
pucae smallervolumes of goods, but consolidation of the orders into complete container loads, therefore,
has to be arranged. Too often, developing county supples are unwilling to turn out small and infrequent
orders (see Section B) despite many buyers' belief in a Nvast potential for oveseas manufac s willing to
supply smaller orders."

6.46 ifr and shipping varies gratly, in some cases with buyers
hadling ar ts and in others with agents takdng charge-particularly when the suppliers are small
and/or Man times overseas manufacturers themselves are responsible for the shipment of
their goods to the U.S. These large suppliers are more likely to handle their own transportation and
distribution if large volumes of goods are Involved.

6.47 Trade Issues. Flrms interewed criticed the custom pmes in many developing countries
and the associated bureauacy. Some indicated that US customs procedures also can add to shipping
delays. But in general, most believed that the U.S is less restrictive about automotive parts imports than
it was at one time. Buyers also reported that problems with count_ft pas were a far more serious issue
in the 1970s and early 1980s than currently-Taiwan was singled out as one of the worst offenders, although
not in recent yeas
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VII. MARKET ENTRY: STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRY SUPPLIERS

7.01 l"is oveaview of market entry considerations for the U.S. automotive aftermarket is not
intended to be a 'how to export guide. Rather, the aim is to highUght the key issues and trends related
to market entry that emerged from the inteniews. In determning a market entuy strategy for the U.S.
aftermarket, it Is neuasy for a developing country supplier to consider those factors specific to the sup-
plieres product area, resource base, and target market segment.

A. Market Entry Difficulties

Targeing the Comet Afewmarket Segent: Domestc vs. ImpCt

7.02 Uttle consensus exdsts among the firms intervewed whether a developing country supplier's
export strategy should target the import or domestic U.& aftermarket segment. 'he import aftermarket
is the fastest growing segment but, as previously discused, it is difficult to penetrate because it is OE-
driven and has very high quality standards.

7.03 Some analysts recommend production of parts and accessories for the domestic aftermarket
segment as a way fot developing country suppliers to lay a foundation for later expansion. The domestic
aftemarket is a larger market segment and characterized by more standardized products that developing
country suppliers are more likely to produce. Nevertheless, U.S. parts have become high quality and are
modified more often. In fact, it is predicted that distinctions between the import and domestic aftermarkets
wil increasingly fade.

7.04 Regardless of the aftemaret segment targeted, however, firms interiewed believe that
developing country suppliers have to identify their niche carefully within a chosen market segment. Firms
commonly emphasized that a supplier should produce relatively few high-quality parts, rather than many of
mediocre quality. In addition, at least in the short to medium term, they foresee developing country
suppliers having the most success producing and exporting high-volume application products (e.g., hoses,
belts, fiters, and stampings), rather than more sophisticated parts with high technology content.

lAiCk of Expert Skills

7.05 One of the main reasons developing country suppliers do not commonly export directly to
the U.S. market is because they lack the necessary experience, resources and information-buyers complained
that many developing country suppliers do not have an "export mentality". Problems with transportation
and distribution were often mentioned in this context as well Some buyers claimed, for instance, that many
developing cuntry suppliers do not grasp that the huge size of the US. market means that coordination
of transportation and distribution is cruciaL Poducts have to be delivered on time because manufacturs
and imports cannot afford delays or hae goods held up in transit. ransportation and distribution delays
represent lost sales to buyers-this is particulary serious for mass-produced, standardized parts and
accessories that a developing country supplier's U.S. clients can easily purchase from other sources.

Lack of Market Infornato

7.06 As a first step, a developing country supplier should have a broad understanding of the
market It is targeting for eport, including such chaacteristles as:

* sit,b
* structure and operation of the market, and
* major plyers competing i its market segment.
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U. automotive aftermarket associations-such as Automot Intaonal Association, Automotive Part
and Accesories Association, and Automotive Affiliated Represetaves-a useful resoures for developing
coutry suppliers Some of these associations also have their own research departments which cary out
marketing studies that would be affordable to developing country suppliersO

7.07 Nonetheless, general market information does not replae the specific product and market
intelligence nee to target an export market. Without such information it is paticury difflcult for a
developng countqy supplier to keep up to date on the introduction of new products and the continual
modifications to existing parls numbes Moreover, it is also difficult to know the quantities of parts or
accesories to produce and to which frms they should be sold. Market intelUigence also is important in the
accessories market because it is an extremely fashion-conscious segment of the US aftermarket. For all
these reasons, it is difficult for deeloping country suppliers to enter the US. aftermarket alone.

7.08 To obtain precise market intelligence a developing country supplier needs a constant
presence in the US market. lTis may mean having a direct employee or an agent in the US.-the latter
an option only for large and successfl supplies A supplier may also form relationships with some other
market entry channel that wil provide information. A market entry channers usual function, however, is
for the purchase or sale of a developing country suppliers products.

A _nsment of CapabUties

7.09 Before a market entry channel Is approached, however, a supplier has to identify its own
apabilities-what it already produces successfully and where frther potential lies It also has to do whatever
i necesay to make its products competltive. Most US. fims interviewed were not impressed by a
mufacturers claims that it could and would produce anylting a frm ordered. Buyes-particularly
manufcturers-prfer a supplier to have an area of specializtion and a track record before approching the
US. market

B. Market Entry Channels

7.10 A developing country supplier can enter the US. aftermarket through several different
channels. These indude:

direct exporting the supplier takes responsibility for all marketing and export fnctions,

u sing a manufacturer's representative, local agent or trading company to sell and distribute
products, and

* establishig relations with a manufacturer, importer or retailer.

In simplified terms, the major US. aftermarket entry points for a developing country supplier are via either
importers or manufacturers In some cases ft Is also possible to use direct relationships with a retafler for
market entry, although this usually is restriced to the accessories segment of the market. In other cases,
developing country suppliers are represented by manufaturers' representatives or they export via an agent
or trding oDmpany. These latter function as importers, or as intermediaries when the final market entry
point is another importer or manucturer. As previously discsed, direct expoting is not a realistic option
for the vast majority of developing oountry suppiers because they lack the financial, rpnizational and
human resources, and the markedng knowledge required.

.I Annex 0 provides a complete list of the major U.S automotive aftermarket associations.
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'Advates' ad 'Dsadvanaes of Dfferan Maket gao Chanl

7.11 The difnt cacteristls of manfcturs Imports and retauis as market entry points
are highlighted in Table 7.1. For the sake of cladity, the table Is pented in tem of 'advantages and
'disadvantages, but it should be understood that these are y subjtive c iti Evaluation of
a mrket entry channel greatly depends on the supplier's nes and capabilities. For instane, a smal,
In -e_nced developing country supplier may fnd a manuf s high quality standards a diadvantage,
whereas a more sophisticated developing country supplier would view them positily.

7.12 Some of the differenes between manuacte and importers can be a fuwtion of their size
prima*. For Instance, It is more likely that a lage importer would give production support to a
developing country supplier than that a small manufacturer would do so. In addition, for large fims,
decisions about whic market entry point to use may be changed when and if necessary. For Instance, a
supplie may start out working with an importer and later switch to a manufacturer or retailer.

- and Disadvantages

7.13 Fims indicated that the trend is towads limdting the number of their overseas suppliers
and developing longterm, stable relationships with fewer of them. Manufactus generall prefet long-
term relationships because of their need to be confident about the quality of the pats they buy-in, since
these products usualy are sold under the nucus b. Long-term buyer-supplier relationships
also have advantages for suppliers because they offer stability and the possibility of technolog transfer.

7.14 The demand for high quality sandards from ovseas suppliers could be a disadvantage for
an Inexperienced developing country supplier, as mentioned. But a more sophistkated developing county
supples high quality standards might give the supplier an advantage in establishing relaions with an
ovseas manufacturer.

7.15 For a manufacturer, hower, choosing a valued overseas supple can be a long and risky
process simce the manufacturet may invest much time and money over mangy yges toward forming such a
relationship. The search for high quality often demands a lngthy evaluation proes of suppliers' products:
testing of samples and engineering evaluations, among other things. As mentioned earlier, the tim period

om the rs onat to the irst dedvery of a pars shipment can take as long as several years Only those
D.C suppliers already inmolved in largewscale expoting or production for the local market can afford to wait
that long for a contract

7.16 Manuactues also appear to omotcm ladividow pat more frequently than they do for
full lines (see Table 5.1). This can be an advantage to a supplier that does not produce ful lines, but often
the pars and aceessories a manufactuter buys-in to 'fill io a line' are low volume, high quality applications.
As previously indicated in Section VI many developing country suppliers do not have the ability or the
flexble production systems to tool up for low volume orders of technologically-Complex patS.

7.17 Manufacturers indicated they are more likely to provide pducs sppwort to suppliers with
which they have closel linked interests and bng-tefm relationships In particular, a supplier may have to
make a substantal investment to tool up for production of a new part number, something the supplier
would undertke only f it had built up a connection with a particular manufacturer over time.
Manufacturer, nonetheless, may expect their overseas suppliers to make large capital investments to ensure
high quaity production standards They also put the same pressure on ovseas supplies as on domestic
supplers to continualt improve quality and cut sts.

EJI The enormous difffrences among manufactures and among importers also should be kept in mind.
For Instance, some large importers act more Ulke manufacturers and visa vesa.
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- vuppllw doesnntneed a saleam - O es

suplir ay on asmnbly (few
ba*cwd Unkag.)

d* rkk -W ty new suppUes -le stbe btyer4ppe reltka
-contantly lon for .w supple (shoer time howro)
-lew quality standardstonsome <m - m comm_ltmt to supplr
- abr dtm log betwem flad comta -- seusitty-.25% cd saving

and ddivay of ft sipment og oods nseded
fmillwt of dehlng wit orvea -lac of ,cwu4e, I productio
suPPliM suppout

- haw marlet -ofen only bv*8g matk
* iw boswto n di ofsluorders
so- of d t I-farumd -buk of Ifraatio a supplie

b *ypoodrd_rtonlsntmelaries - se ti adm - too laue for many* p releant for a dess orness d 8 c
-iw p k rft a _mde - oost od _ im sm er

- suppWier ORae ha uuportatio and
distribution, and packaging

W Thi tablse i babed on Informaon fr o boar v aadouted Ietween Macb and MAay 19W0 TMm
po n awe gnealutlos and ther rceance w1 vay hn cm to c.

Inurtorm Advantaps _ D -

7.18 That Importes operate under shorter time horizn than manufatur can be both an
advante nd did tage for deeoping Duntry spplies Importes eray are greater dsk tabken
than manu ur and more wllg to tael chaces on new supply soures. For insce, an importer may
try a snge order fom a new supplier to test the quality of the goods and their mariet potentiaL hi
reprents an epo opportunity for developing countzy suppiers

7.19 A shorter time hozom, hower, means that imporers also are more driven by est
The IUmplcation Is that impors are ss committed to Individual suppliers and wil quickly

chg to more Csteffectve produes many ses, import target maret segments where competition
is primarily on a cost basi, rather than a quality basi Ti is an avatage for deeloping country
supple t to enter the U.S aftermart for the first time, since qualte are bwe er in the
hgly cost competive aftermarket segments In addition, often there are Ios riwous qualit tesng
pnmihues, whih mean a shortr me lag for the supplier betwee fist contact wih a buyer and the

ofprducdoL
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7.20 Many importers have fewer m s, (financial, technical and human) although as
previously discussed, this is more a function of size than anything else. Nonetheless, fewer resources mea
that importers are less likely to offer production support to a dew1oping country supplier. Often, there is
no producion support (nor market information), and the relationship between the importer and the supplier
is largely a purchasing arangement.

7.21 However, importes often want to purchase lap quantes from developing county
suppliers, which they ship in bulk to the US and package themselves to sell in the domestic markel. Ihis
is an advantage for developing country suppliers that have production systems set up to produce large
amounts of standardized products. Pars proliferation also has brough: many complications to oveseas
sourcing arrangements. Importers-particularly the smaller firms--that want to purchase smaler orders of
some parts enoumnter difiuties: suppliers not set up for low volume orders, finding it too much efort
for the cost.

Retailers Advantages and Disadvantages

7.22 Some large retailers (mass merchandisers and specialty automotive retail chains) buy-in
acessories from developing country suppliersO The advantages for developing country suppliers dealing
direcwtly with such retilers is that they by-pass iteredarie and that the retailers generally purwase bip
quantities. However, retailefs often demand substantial eost anesions (discounts) from their ovseas
suppliers because of the large quantities they purchase In addition, most retailers limit their relationships
with overseas suppliers to 'buying arrangements. In other words, the supplier Is responsble for aU
producdon support This can include packaging as well as transportation and distributionL

Which Is the Best Market Entry Channel for a Developing Comtry Supplier?

7.23 Among firms interviewed, there was wide variation of opinion about the best market entry
strategy for developing country suppliers. The issue remains unresolved in this research since there are
numerous factors to be considered that are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, seveal themes
emerge that have implications for developing country suppliers and the market entry channels they choose
to target:

- Entering the U&S aftermarket via an Importer is probably easier than via a manufacturer.
This is probably the best strategy for smaller, less sophisticated developing country suppliers
that turn out mass produced, suanddized pars or acesies Importers are more willing
to take risks with new suppliers, but the downside of this is that relationships with importers
often lack long-term securty.

* Developing country suppliers with sophisticated manufac capabilities might be able
to target a manufacturer as a market entry point. Although entry via a manufacturer is
difficult-particularly because of their higher quality standards-the supplier may have the
opportunity of getftng into a more stable and longer-term relationship, which thus provides
an advantage.

3|/ Retailers do not directly outsoume replacment parts since inventory aying osts are too high and
it is genrally considered far more difficult and complex than buying-in acessories
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* A market enty stategy based on iks with a reter Is only rlat for the accusorics
market an Is prbably only possilblt for bla wel-etbsh dvlopin wutay
aceuSorit suppliers* Retailerm are vety dandig buyers: they eect dicounts for
puchsng large volumes, and they usually povide little or no produCtiOn sUppor

* The decision of which market entry channel to target Is detmined mainly by the goods a
developi country supplier produes and Its producte capacity. For instance, If a supplier
tuns out only lowquallty mas-produced goods, that suppller probably has lttle choice but
to approach importems Ti s not to say, howev, that a devlopng country supper
canot change its market entry state over ti

fiI wThis has to be qualified, however, se retailes S memes buy single shipments of acsores,
whi migt no necessarily be lare pu oae

L
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

&01 Competithe psues in the globa automotive industuy intensified in the l960 and this
trend is pected to continue In the 199L The mst Important competive tends in the US. aftarket
include: cost pressures, quaty standa*&, greatet empbasis on par availabUity, and the serviceorlented
nature of the Industry.

8.02 Significant export opportunities exist In the US. aftmarket for developing ounty
supplier However, devoping country producers probably ned to use a market entuy channel-a
manuf er, impotr or retailer-since they lack the export sls, and market and product Inoration to
enter indiidually. The choice of a market entry chael will depend on the supplis goods and productve
capacity.

8.03 Two of the mjor eport challeng-or cosaits-faig devoping country suppliers are:

* trwportation and distribution arrangements, and
* quality standards for export parts and accessorles

Warehosg ef Parls and A o In the US Market

&04 If developing country suppliers warehoused their products in the US., buyers' (e.g., progam
distribution groups and masuctures) hesitations about dealing with developing country suppliers would
be reduced. Esentially, warehousing would decrease the risks for buyers; for example, buyers could expect

* less difficulty with ovseas transpoatn and distribution,
* iower Inventory canying wasts,

elmination of letters of credit requirement as the ceans of payment, and
* purchase of smaller quantities, which would mean more frequent ordeors

805 Some fims believe loal warehousing to be one of the best strategies for developing country
s trying to enter the US automotive aftermarket, although the stratey increases supples' risks. In

any case, it seems a patculrly effective way to target program distribution groups, since they tend to avoid
sourcing directly from oveseas supplers because of the complexity of transportation and distribution logbstics
(Seton VI, Part B)

&06 For the mast majority of n-aI deeloping ountry supples, hower, warehusng in
the US. is too expensive. There also would be vari logistical prblm which would include detemining
the inventory lvels to be mainined in the US. Thus, warhousing would have to be undake by groups
of automotive suppliets, such as the members of an automotive parts association Some analsts also suggest
that a local waehousing strateg could involve maret intdigence funcions, although that would require
more extesive financing.

&07 However, a number of fims intervlewed Indic.ted their willingness to help absorb part of
the suppliers' shipping and warehousing asts Some went so far as to say they wrould be wlling to pay a
5% prmum if a supplier maintained a two-month inventory supply in the US. In their opinion, the
higher casts would be offset by betr accessibity and shorter delivery titm

8.08 A few developing ountry suppliers have had success with a warehousing strateg in the US.
market. For instance, a Brailian supplier of pistons, Metal Leve S-A, opened warehousing operations In
the South-Wesen US. as an extension of Its aftermaket strategy and was able to make OEM connecton
Other examples Indude an Indian firm that produmeS engine mounts, and a ChineseAmerican joint veture
that poduces r_nms sub-components and acssories in China. Both have seen their market shues in
the U.S grow rapidly since they begn local warehousing of their products
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8.09 As Is apparent, local warehousig in the US would not be a lwcost market enty stratg.
Nonethlss, local warehousing is a strtey that desev fther attentioL

Qlty Coul CVters

.10 May deloping county suppliers haw difficulty detminig if their products met
aepta quality stuadards dsine they lack suffident qualiy cntrol mecnim Moreoe, t Is difficult
fr developing country suppliers to let poduct lity wage (soe Section VI. Part B) because of the
absence of prp stig and compliance with quality standards.

811 lie establishment of independent qualty control centers could benefit developing country
suppliers in the folowing ways:

* reduce quality biases against their produts,
* facIlitate the surance of ¶abllty part,' and
* help establish relations with buyers who also lack their own quality testing procedures

Such a center would also have to be estabUshed through an organiaton, such as an automotive pans
producer association, since most firms cannot afford to uadertake this indidually.

8.12 A strategy of using bdeendent quality-control centers to redue quality peception
problems and to cetify products for liability coverage is not a w Idea, but it desenres serious
conderation

8.13 Autoparts poducers in developing ountries face many challedne gim the enmormous-
and rapid-changes taing place in the gbbal automotive industtr. Developing country suppliers have to
develop more innoative and agessive export strategies if they are to take advantage of opportunities In
the US. automotive afearket. lbis invohls impring market knowledge, manufacuing products of
appropriate quality standards, and forming strategic relationships with mnufactures, importers or retailer

L
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ANNEX 

AMe Talble AA: WORLD PASSENGER CAR KLEET-bMARKET SHARES

1980 1988

North America 41.5 37.
WeL Eumope 323 32.8
East Erope S 75
Aa-Pacific 8.6 9.7
Austala & New Zealnd 2.2 22
Other Deeo8 Counties g1 95 102

w Iludes Africa, the Cibbean, Cental & South America, and the Midle Eat

Source Word Automotive Market, vado Issues MVMA, World Motor Vedilde Data,
various ediios.

Annex Table A2: LADIING EXPORTERS OF NEW AUTOMOBIE 19601968
(Markt Sham (%) of Volume of Exports)

Sum 1980 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196

Japan 28.3 30.8 31.1 31.8 31.5 30.4 2&4
West Germaniy 17.1 17.7 17.5 185 17.4 16.6 16.1
USA 5.6 4.5 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.3 5.0
caada 5.6 7.1 &7 &4 83 6.3 7.7
France 183 14.9 13.4 12.3 12.3 1"0 132
Italy 4.7 4. 3.8 32 4.2 43 4A
KoeOa 0.1 .1 0.4 0.9 2.1 3.6 3.6
Belgm 7.7 7.5 63 6.7 67 74 6.4
U.L 3.3 2.2 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.7 1.7
Sewden 14 1.7 1. 1.6 15 1.6 12
TOWal 92.1 90.4 89. 90.1 90.0 89.4 87.8

p/ Incldes vehicle trade between U.S. and Canada.

Souwe Automobie lntenatonaa Wod Autanotive Market, Various laes, Comttade
Databae, Gen,va MVMA, World Motor Vebicle l)ata, 1969 a. MVMA, Fa
and Fkgr, vaiou editio.
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Anveg Table Aj: AUTOIOTIVE COMPONENr XOR1 - LEADING EXPORERS, 1988W1968
(Maret Shaw (%) of values of FE%Wb)

Suppli 1ow 1981 182 191 1984 1985 1986 1967 1968

Japn 103 7.9 82 98 105 10.9 12. 118 1"
Weel Gmany 2.8 19.5 20.4 19.9 16.2 165 166 29 172
USA 22.0 280 26.7 25. .9 287 226 17 19
Canada 72 0 ao8.0 10.9 12.6 127 1. 10.0 11.
Fm s11.3 93 9. 92 79 7.6 9.0 93 9.7
IIah 4.9 49 4.5 42 38 36 38 43 5.0
Mndco 0.7 0.7 0. 1.1 1.4 14 1. 16 2.0
DelglumiLuz. 31 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.0 20 2.5 27 30

great1 7.6 1A 663 S.4 4.7 4.4 43 43 4A
Sweden 32 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.4 25 2.9 3.0 33
Abon Totd 91.1 909 89.4 90.1 903 904 89.5 88.7 89A

Sowc Compiled am Comuse Dabase, Geea

Ann T U.S. VOLUME IPORIS OF NEW AUTOMOBILES W-MAJOR SUlIES, 19088
Marbt Shar (%) of Vodme of lmpt

Suppler 1980 1984 1985 1986 1987 1968

Japan 639 54.7 57.5 55.8 52.7 47.7
Canada 19.1 302 26.0 24.8 2.2 26.6
Koea 0.1 01 0.0 3.0 72 83
WatGamny 10.9 9A 10.8 9.6 82 5.9
Swede 2.0 32 3,2 32 3.0 2.4
G3ed Buain 1.0 06 0.6 .6 1.1 0.
Be4u 0.0 02 0.2 02 A4 0.4
FPnne 15 1.1 09 0.2 .6 4
Iay 15 0.2 02 03 02 Q1
OteD 0.0 03 0.5 23 6.5 73

gf Ezoluds atimated quanit of maumobile amiembled In foreig tudenaer

Sourcc: WWl Auarnw Marbelo vadh_mwa MVMA Motor Ve Fat and FPgu, vadm hia
ComUs Datae, Geneva.

t . a
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lbblosAS: U. IMPORTS OF AUTOMaIVE PARS-MAJOR SUPPLI S 13 89@
Meiet Sbou (%) of Valw of imports

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Japan 2CO 26 27.9 293 33.5
Canads 443 392 3S2 337 29.
Malco 113 10.9 11.7 12.8 12.4
Wat Gemany SS 6.3 69 65 6.2
BDA 37 38 4. 3* 27
France 35 3.1 31 28 2S
Ta_an L6 1.7 18 1.6 23
Edlain 2.0 2.0 2.0 21 2.2
SouthKZfra 1.7 1.6 1.9 19 21
1ta 10 12 1. 13 13
Span 06 07 0.9 0.9 0.9
Oths 2.8 2.7 3.0 32 4.7

Sor Comped mtheU.SDementofCammerceStats andIteatomITade
Savie, Waddotan D.C, Annual 1h itb nte delatd tg aw m udaL
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ANNEXA

Anna Table A.6 TOP FIV PRODUCT CATEGORIES OF MAJOR ATOMOTvE COMPNENT
SUPPUERS TO 11E USA. 1989 e
(C unent USS - Cum Value)

Plton-TlWespark-lgntlon Enns 1,680,026
MV TrasmIssons & Parts 1,63Z652
Radio-Tape Player Combinatis 414,51S
Eleclfical gnition & starter Eqipment 388,390
Air or Gas Comprosa & Parts 380,481
Mbisc Parts & Acsorles Sf 1,746,

Canada

Piston-Typepark-ltIon Engim 703,509
MV Chass Fitted wit Engns 644208
MV Brakes & Parts S82,390
Furnitue for Automotve Use 510,377
Part of Piston-TypeSputk gnition Engines 414,882
Mis Part & Accessores 3,734,753

Makop

gii Wiing Ses 918,135
Piston-lWSApark-gnition Eng,ine 6S9,721
Radio-Tape Player Combinatn 523,990
MV Saty Seat Belts 363,725
Furiture for Automoive Use 294,936
'Misc Parts & Accessories 369,545

West Grsy

Pt-ype1patk-Igntion Eines 296,092
MV Brakes & Parts 182,570
MV Transmssn & Pars 130,091
Measu, Tat & Control Insuments 115,369
Taps, Cocks & Vals 104,694
Miw. Parts & Aceasories 320,

Pmon-7ypeSpark-4Ition Engins 191,741
MV Brakes and Parts 67,567
Comppesion4-pst Eno=nes 138,233
New Pamenger Auto TS 57,32
MV Ttansmussion & Parts 55,774
Mibc. Parts & Ascosles 57,738

Ignition Wiring Sets 91,107
Fastenets for MV Use 90,426
MV Wha:ls & Parts 58,044
MV Body Stampng 39,830
Maeasr, Test & Car Intruments 33,127
MAc Parts & Accesodes 74,984

Measule, Test & Contl Itrm ts 74,507
MV Traunhsis & Pars 71,927
Pa hIecdon Pump & Parts 60,355
New Passenger Auto lies 44,626
New Tmck & Bus Tu 44,3S4
Misc Part & Amodes 143,362
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ANNEX 1

IMPROVED FUEL ECONOMY

1. Tb imprve fuel wawomy, changes to vehicle design awe most probable. Ihese include.

* downsizing the automobile,
* reducng the wgpt of the car,
* improving the arodynamlcs, and
* Ipoving the desg of the powertrain/driveline.

2. Effors to reduce vehicle emissions focus on the engine. Stdies estima

* 19% imprvement from the use of fuel injetion systems,
* 1S% from the introduction of electronic engine controls,
* 8% from imprved combustion chamber design, and
* 6% fIm improwved ignion systems design.

3. Reducdon of vehicle weight and fiction is the other major opportunity for decreasing
vehicle emissions (AT. Keaney, Oct. 1989, World Bank Presentation on the Global Automotive Industry).
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U.S CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS

1. O aspect of the acan Air Act is to reduce automobile tailpipe emisons (e.g. carbon
dioxide, hrcbons, and nitogens of oxide) wbich contribute signfiantly to urban pollution. The
prindcple means for redudag such pollution will be thfough the expansion of mandatoy emissions control
sstems in new automobfils

2. be Cln Air Act Amedments of 1990 have been approved in both houses-although
differenes are still to be wwked out-and are epted to be passed into law by the end of 1990 There
is areement in both houses that automobile manufacturefs will have to double their presaes cr tn
of emissions conttols to 100,000 mles, and ease the waranties On emissions control parts to 8 years (or
80,000 miles). What bas yet to be decided are the recall policies for emissions control pats and the precie
limits of automobile manufacs' expand responsibilities for the in-use performance of emiSions coDntrol
Pa

3. he long term impimcatios of the Act are that manufcturers will have more responsibily
for the durablity of both emibssons control parts and support parts for these systems. The AM wi be

cantly effected since automakers will be motivated to incase the qualit of OE parts that they oe
to manufaue cam hus, these new automobiles will requite less maintenance and servicing over their
lifetimes.
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O. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES AND THEIR IMPACT
ON THE AFIERMARKET X

1. Other technologcl changes in today's OE market wil increasingly influence AM needs
during the 1990s and beyond.

2. Fiht-wheel driv The dominance of front-wheel drive vehicles is already being felt in the
AM, in the form of growing demand for front-drive-specific components, such as CV-joints, and dedcining
demand for rear-drive-specific components, such as universal joints, differentials, and drlvesbafts

3. Inceased eamlexity of euges. Electronic fuel injection places greater demands on the
skill of manufacturs and technicians The ineasing use of multivalve-per-cylinder engines, such as in
Imported vehicles, is exced to become widespread in US. domestic cars by the mld-1990s.

4. Adances In bring technoloy. Front-disc brakes became almost universal on U.S. cars
in the 1970s This resulted in a boom in demand for disc-brake pads and a coresponding collapse in the
market for drum-brake shoes and linings The most significant development of the 1980s has been the
widespread adoption of electronic antilock braking systems (ABS). The electronic circuituy that controls
ABS wfll pose a further chalenge to AM suppliers and for skill training at service outlets as significant
numbers of ABS-equipped cars appear at service outlets in the early 1990s

S. Chassis refnements. There has been a shift away from traditional solid axle rear suspensions
to fully independent suspensions. This means that traditional recirculating ball and wevn-and-ronLer steering
gears largely have been replaced by more technologically sophisticated rack and pinion steering

6. AccessoIes: Vehicle technoloVr is not a major factor in exterior or interior trim products,
which are essentially fashion-drven, but it is a factor primarily with power-ehancing accessories.
Manufacturers of these types of acessories have had to keep track of far-ranging changes in powerirain
technologies since the early 1980s. Although process technologies for appearance/tim accessories have
traditionally been labor intensive, inaeased competition has led some players to invest heavily in automated
system for the cutting of hbrics and more efficient molding prooess

.11 Most of the information in Appendix B13 comes from two reports prepared by DesRoscers
Autmotive Reach, Canadian Automotive Aftermarket Strateudc Market Analysis of Euort
Opportunities to the U.S. and Trends and Opportunities in the North American Automotive
MfermnkL
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SIZE AND SRUCrURE OF THE U.S AFERMARKEr

A. Deaphic 

7j: Cl SUZE AND SIRUCIJRE OF TME US MARKEr, 1987

Pouation

Tota % Change bn Mt U_zpkyaeuI Per CaPI
Minions 19087 As (%) Roe (%) (Sat 8)

Now na 128 25.0% 80. 3.3 857
dl Atantic 37A 110% 90 4.9 17,5

East Mouth CJaRl 49 -1Q0% 773 72 S,212
Wet North Cattrl 17.6 22% 56.2 5 14,9
South Atlantic 41.7 8.% 73.7 5.1 lSMO
Eut South Canel 153 &1% 55A 8.0 11.9
Wet Soutb Cantral 26.9 11A6% 72 as8 1100
Mountain 132 125% 653. 72 13769
Padfic 365 102% 90.5 60 17206

UNnw STAlES 2433 5.6% 769 6.2 15,4

Sour US. Bureau ot the Cens., 1989 Satia AbhstcL

BI Veicle Fleet

1. Reg* m_r1t be South Aantic, East Norh Centra and Paciffc cens regon
acCOunt for the rgt o cetatios of regstat Approximatey 18% of vehles in opeation are
registerod In the heavily populated South Allatc regiol. lhe East North Central trgn which has the
hght anentrado of popuato has the second highest percentage of vdicks in opertio at 169%,
folowed by the Pacific region with 15.2 %. Carnia offes ma opportunitie for AM supplies sne I
bas the world's higest per capia cocentration of vehils and has a large number of well-presewd older
caus
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30 2 SUM OF MOTOR VEHICE FLEET BY CENSUS DIVISION

Paw cam L4hb Thcb All Vehicks
%by R*m %byRcoa %byR4om

Ntew Eagimi U 5 53
Middle Athlntc 142 7.1 126
Eut North Catual 17.5 14.1 19
South Agantir183 186 t8.2
Padfic 1S.1 14.9 152
Ent South CeAsl 6.5 73 6.7
Wed Norh Cefl 7US 93 8.0
mountain 5.2 84 5.
Wat Somth Casl 9.8 165 111

Total 100.0 100.0 10X.

Saie: U.S Depatme_ of ThnotIo Fedi Ho"hw Admin ,ation, 198

AVe of Vdilch opiIuom

:bl AVERAGE AGE OF VEHICLES IN OPERAnTON IN 1hE UNITE SrATES

Yeaw Paenag Car Tn.eb

1969 74 7.9
1968 7. 7'9
1987 7. 8.0
1986 7.6 8o
195 76 &1
19S4 7.5 82
1963 7.4 al
1982 72 73
1961 6.9 7.5
1980 66 7.1
1979 6.4 69
1978 6.3 69
1977 62 69
1976 6.2 7.0
1975 690 6.9
1974 5J. 7.0
1973 5.7 69
1972 5.7 72
1971 5.7 7.

Souro MVMA MVot Valid Fats & F l 90.
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2I Clse to 50% of passeager cars are In their pfie AM repair yeas venus 41.1% for tucks.
12% of tucb over 16 years old-primarly heavydut trucks-ae on the road to the US, representing a
lrW AJU Approxmate a quarter of the ebiles are I to 3 yeats old, whihs hi ompared to hstorial
levl nd Idicates strog AM gwth over the next 3 to S years as the veicles reac thdr prie AM

Tablk VEHCtES IN USE BY AGE - 196

PrU_aw can Tnac
APe in Yars parin

1-3 yam 238 246
4-10 eas 489 41.1
11-16 yem 20.3 223
16+ yam 7* 110

TOTAL 1000 100.0

Swuw MVMA, Motor Vebik Facs and 1ip '9

3. MDss drvmn Mhe - for miks drien by gasolne powered cars In the U.. has ineased
in ech yea sne I9, and the trend Is pected to continue through 199Q

TMe Q.: TOrTAL MLES TAVELED-ASOIDlM POwEReD CARS
-bfi of iie)

1978 Ws77
l980 IL8
l9S3 1,149.7
1984 18
1965 1,315.4
1986 1,34
1987 1,3783
1968 1,4163
INo 1,4579
1990W 1,301

Avmsp Annual P r Chan

197891W 2.0
1983-90 3A%

Smwec U.S ean b _fmam A t 199.
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DISRIBUTION CHANNES

Major Pram Dstrlbuion Grps

ALL PRO INC AUTO VALUE MARXETNG, INC
208 East MTmee Hatch St. 6025 Lee Highway, Sufte. 324
POB 697 Chatanooga, TN 37421
Andalusla, AL 36420 (615) 894.3084
(205) 222 2414 Fax: (615) 894-0157
Fax: (205) 222-7925 Membemw 30
Members: 25 States Covered: 35
States Covered: 25 Signed Jobbets: 1255
Signed Jobbers: 700 plus Contact: Al Brunner
Contact: Mark Wiggins

BUMPER TO BUMPER PROGRAM, INC
APA MANAGEMENT GROUP BNA Corporate Center, Bldg, 200
(AUTOMOTIVE PARTS ASSOCIATE) Ste. S0
5801 Outlook Dr. Nashville, TN 37217
Mission, KS 66202 (615) 361-7914
(913) 38-300 Fax: (615) 367-9495
Fax: (913) 384-4278 Members: 24
Members: 37 States Covered: 28
States Covered: 34 Signed Jobbers: 1170
Signed Jobbers: 1232 Contaca - Dick Vettes
Conta: Vince P. Gay, Joe Buehler

CARQUEST
APS INC. (BIG A AUTO PARTS) S80 White Plains Rd.
3000 Pawnee St TIbiyown, NY 10591
Houston, IX 77054 (914) 332-1515
(713) 741-2470 Fax: (914) 332-3504
Members: 30 Membea: 16
States Cvered: 48 States Covered: 50
Signed Jobbers: 1511 Sigied Jobbers: 2300 plus
Contact: Rick Henrics Contace Daniel M Bock

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS PROFESSIONALS, FEDERATED AUTO PARTS
INC (APPI) STORES DISTIBUTORS, INC.
7240 W. 98th Teff. Bldg 8, Suite. 12S POB 2248
Overland Park, KS 66212 Stuton, VA 24401
(913) 3810833 (703) 185S460
Fax: (913) 381-0316 Fax: (703) 885-7612
Members: 26 Members 100
States CoWvered: 23 Stes Covered: 48
Signed Jobbers: 250 Signed Jobberw 2200
Contact: Robert Lna Contact Rusty Bisbop
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IWDA (INDEPENDENT WAREHOUSE Mjor Autmmiv Spudaly Chains
DISIRBUTORS ASOCY ROAD PRO
9810 FM 1960 By Pass, Suite 125 ADAP INC. (subsidlaty of RlrE AIl) CORP)
Humble, TX 77338 660 Bodwel St
(713) 446-1493 Avon, MA 0232
Fax: (713) 446-4260 (508) 5878400
Members 73 Fac: (50 584872
States Coverd: 29 Stors. 75
Sigc4 Jobbers: 700 Total Cain Sales: $65,000,000
Conta: Ga Piper States Covered: 4

Conta Wayne Yodo, Buyer
AUTO PRIDE MARKETING
(Formely IWDI) ADVANCE, INC.
182 Winchester Ave 1342 Eighth Street SW
New Haven, Cr 06511 Ro _noe, VA 24015
(203) 865.0324 (703) 345-4911
Fax (203) 865-1819 Fax: (703) 344-1104
Members: 94 Stores: 135
States Covered: 24 Total Chain Sales: $65,000,000 (est)
Sne Jobbers: 504 States Covered: 4
Contac: Bil Burns Contac: Bob Pice, Buyer

NAPA (NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE PARIS AUrTO ZONE INC
ASSOC.) 3030 Poplar Avenue
2999 Circle 75 Pkwy. Memphis, 1N 38111
Atlanta, GA 30339 (901) 325-4600
(404) 9562200 Fac (901) 324-4655, eat 2218
Fax: (404) 956-2212 Stores: 460
Aembers: 75 Tota Cain Sales: $440,000,000 (est.)
States C,f: 50 States Covered: 16
Signed JoLt - 6600t Leonad McCoy, VP-Merchadising
Contact: Steve Handschuh

CHIF AUTO PARIS
PARTS PLUS (AAAD) 15303 Dalas Parkway, Suite 800
POB 40672 Dallas, TX 75248
Memphis, TN 38174 (214) 404-1114
(901) 662-9090 Fax: (214) 991-7657
Fac (901) 682-909 Stores: 480
Members: 39 Tbtal Chain Sales: S20,0 (est.)
States Covered: S0 States Covered: 9
Signep Jobbes: 2500 Contac Kent Stickley, VP-Mareting
Contact: Marvin Almy, Joe Matock

NORTHERN AUTOMOTIVE CORP.
PRONTO AUTOPARTS (Chain Names: Che"ckShu&s/Dragen/Auto
220 E. Jeffeson Works/U Sxvelrown)
POB 1300 645 E. Misouri Ave., Suite 400
Spged, IL 62705 Phoenb6 AZ 85012
(217) 544-7489 (602) 265-9200
Fax (217) 544-7489 Fax (602) 74-2831
Membes: 1S8 Stores 876
States Covred: S0 Total Chain Sals: $690,000,000 (eOt)
Signed Jobbeas: 1200 plus States Cavered: 25
Contact Wilim Ma Contact Randy Wdght, VP-Mcandiin
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PARTS INC. FRED MLYER INC
601 S. Dudley Street POB 42121
Memphis, TN 38104 Porland, OR 97242
(901) 523-7711 (503) 232844
Stores: 48 (DIY); 150 (Dealer); 1250 (Program Stores: 97
Ditibutor) Total Chai Sales: $1.6 bMion
lotal Cbh Sales: $125,000,000 (esL) Contact: Glenn Meehan, Auto BuyerlMds
State Covered: 18 M&.
Contact: Bob McCaDister,

VP.Product Purchasng K-MART CORP.
3100 W. Big Beaverd

PEP BOYS Try, Ml 48084
3111 W. Alleheny Avenue (313) 643-1000
Phiadelphia, PA 19132 Stores: 3,942
(215) 229-9000 Total chain Sales $23.8 bMion
Stores: 275 Contact: J. ICpter, R. Schnbacher, Ato
Total Chain Sales: $655,000,0 Buyers
States Covaed. 15
Contact: Samuel W. McGarvey, Senior VP- PRICE CO.

Merchandising POB 8i466
San Diego, CA 92138

TRAK AtTIO CORP (Dart Group) (619) 581-4600
3300 75th Avenue Stores: 38
Landover, MD 20785 Total Chain Sales: $3.2 bilion
(301) 731-1200 Contacl: Mark Hale, Auto Buyea
Stoes 3S0
Total Chain Sales: S20OO,OOO SEARS ROBUCK & CO.
States CGmered: S Sears Tower
Contac Gil Smith, Buyer Chicago, IL 60684

(312) 875-2500
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO. (Sears) Pax: (312) 875-7523
2107 Gramd Avenue Stores 850 (800 company owned senice
Kansas aty, MO 64108 centeas)
(816) 346-4 Tot Chain Sales $48000,000 (est)
Fax (816) 3464606 Contact: Gene Stroner Auto BuyeriMds.
Stores: 1910 (323 are owned; 1398 associates) er:
Tota Chain Sale: $1.01 billion (1988)
Stats Covered: 19 states WALrMART STORES, INC
Contat: Jim Wright, VP-Automotive POB 116

Bentonvie, AR 72712
Mamjor M Man and Dlocout (501) 2734000
Chains StoresU 1,188

Total Chain Sales S1L9 bion (at.)
CALDOR Contacl: S. Nothelsen, Auo BulyerIMd Mgr.
20 Glover Av
Noralk CT 06852
(203) 846-1641
Stores: 115
Total Chain Sles: $14 bion (eat)
Contact: Gino Lupinacc, Auto Buyer/Mds

Mgr.
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ZAYRE CORP.
770 Cocldtuate Rd.
Framingam MA 01701
(617) 620500
Pax (5S0 620-5551
Stes: 387 (108 company-owned auto service
ontes)
Tota Chaln Sales $5.3 bilion (est.)
Contact: P. Bass, Auto Buyer/Mds Mgr.

Note Total sales igues for
automotive speciality cains,

mn nchandims and
discount cuais arc from 1988

Souces: Automotive Marketing Retail
Aftemare Guide, 1989,
DesRoskes Automotive
Reseac, Inc, AT. Keaay,
Inc.
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AM 

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS SOURCED FROM
DEVELOPING COUNTRY SUPPIES

ee are some of the parts and accessores most fequently mentioned by the firms
interewed.

* engine oDmponents, in some cass fed products to fill out lines
- chaSs parts
- stampins and castings
- belts and hoses
* springs, bearings, ol seals, fastuers, lift suppotS, wheel studs
- heating cores for air condtidoners

shock absorbers
damps

- ifiterSs
- wire and cable products
- -automoive service equipment and tools
- functional acosories (e.g, wipes, wiper blads, hor, Ughts)
- electrical aemmssories

engine pas
- belts and hoss
- stampings and castings
- motor and tansmbsion mounts
- suspension systems
- clutches, beari, ignition par
- brake drums, and rotor and brake disk pads
- fans
- finctional (eg, lights, windshid wipers) and non-functional accsorires (egS, body

trims, wheel accories, novelty items)
- electrical accessories

Many importers indit that they purdase a huop ar of hard parts (and in some amses
asrie 1 q s also) and could not speci single producs as being more important than othes
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ANNEXP

MAJOR AUTOMOTIVE TRADE SHOWS IN THE U.S.

Pub for tadkiona warehouse dWrlbutors
and whoksales

APAA SEMAW adco Vew Ea Location

Fos Spedalty petr- tond Wesem U.S Eastern US.
parts and accss mane prd aaaaufaetmws's manu_-fatmr's mnufacture
scides for a and ac_esries empt_s emphas emphas
r_tanss mer- or tetaD ankd

emphasis speal

Sponso(s) * Automotie * Special * Motor and * Motor and * Motor sMd
Paus and Equipmet Equipmn Equipmgt Equwpmt
Acceaade mani6w anufaturas mabbc- manufac-
Assiatioi turess Aancato tuers bums
(APAA) Assodatin (MEMA) Association Assodition

)EMA) (MEMA) (MEMA)
* Automotive

* Auto Inter- SeMen * Automotive Automoti
nadona (Al) busuniss As- Servic Serice

soded sKod befsw
(ASIA) AsBodat Asocato

(ASIA) (ASIA)

0 Pacific Auto-
motie Sbhw
OPAS)

When Yearly-August Yea*-Nwm- Odd yEar- Bven yeacu- Evo Years-
ber Spn Spig Spdrg

Number of 994 1,100 750 750 650

(ctompns

Total ahibit 265,000 sq. ft 750,000 sq. ft. 221D00 sq. ft. 250,000 sq. f. 140,000 sq. f.

Number of 29,000 14,000 311,00 30,f00 24,W00
attendr

Fit show 1969 1981 1960 na 1971

Sour= De _Roses Automotive Researh Inc.

.~~~~~~~~
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AUTOMOTIVE AFrERMARKRr ASSOCTIONS IN THE UNITED STATOS

Name Addms Telphone number Year ablied Membenbip onnad Otber Information

Moto" and Equlpmme 300 Sytan Ave ) 568-9500 1904 * 700 to 800 umanaurema Cosponsor Bi I show %fth
Manufacluren Assocla- ELwood Clis, ASIA
lion (MEMA) New Jenrsy 07632

Mdoor Vdddec Meufac- 300 New Center Bldg. (313) 872-4311 1913 * 11 compaes * Pubisb Motor Vehkle Facs
turm Assooation Deroit, Michigan 49202 and Figures, and Wodd
(MVMA) Motor Vehide Data annually

Natokal Automotive P.O. Bot 267 (215) 256.4246 1953 * Membersp indudes * Publsh Automotive Cong
Radiator Servie Asoc- Harleyse, Pennania manufactures and radiator ounal monthly
ation (NARSA) 19438 shops * National trade show in

Marh/April of evry year

Secialty Eqlipment 11540 E. Slauson Ave (213) 692-9402 1963 * Membeship includes 1,8100 Publish SEMA news monthy
Market Association Whittier, Caufonia supplying performance motor * Annal SEMA/AI trade sbhw
(SEMA) 90606 vehicle pats and accesorie In Spring

Souwce DesRosir Automotihe Research Inc4 Encydopedia of Associations, 24th ed., 1990.
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ANNEX-H

LIST OF FIRMS INTERVIEWED

Aledl-Signa T'e Gates Rubber Company
A. Telmia Tom Fahey, Dieor of Business Development,
105 Pawtcket Avenue Inutentonl Diviion
East Providence, Rhode Island 02916 990 South Broadway
(401) 434-7000 P.O. Box 5887

Dener, Colorado 80217
Auto Electrk Suppliefs (303) 744-4695
Norm Rubin, Drector of Sales
9041 S.W. 94th Avenue Hanna Rubber Products
Miami Florida 33i43 Stephen Lee, President
(305) 667-0010 5660 Rickenbacker Rd.

Bell, Clifornia 90201
Dayco Products, Inc. (213) 2664040
Ray L Gilber, Group Vice President
1 Prestie Place Hein-Werner
Dayton, Ohio 45401-1004 Relne Leigel, Senior Vie President-Technology
(513) 226.5787 1005 Perkins Avenue

Waukesha WDsin 53186
Dorman Products (414) 542-6611
Tbny Smith, Manager of Product Deveopment
1 Dorman Drive Hella, Inc,t USA
Warsaw, Kentucky 41095 Mitch L Wlliams, President
(606) 567-7000 42 Jackson Drive

P.O. Box 1064
East Coast Starter Ddve Cramford, New Jersey 07016
Murphy Levy, Praedent (201) 272-1400
1000 S&W. 12th Ave.
Pompano Beach, Florida 33069 Kadna Rubber Co.
(305) 946-1030 Say Rkhma Sdaes Manager

RWP Mid-Atlantic
Edhin, Inc 1520 Spruce St, #901
Jim Leahy, Dkbctor of Purchasing Phlladelphia, Penslvania 19102
100 Double Beach Road (215) 482-9367
Branford, Conneicut 06405
(203) 481-5751 Moog Automotive, I=

Rob Martens, Commodity Managr
Federal Mogul 6565 Wells Avenue
Chuck Pohlabe, Purchasn Manager, St. LAous, Missouri 63133
Ditribution LogstS Operations (314) 385-3400
26555 Northwestern. HWigay Fax (314) 381-6746
Soutbfidd, Miouri 48034
(313) 354-7070 TRW, In - Automotve Aftermarket Division

David Paers, Product Souring Manager
8001 E Pleasant Valley Road
Ceveland, Ohio 44131
(216) 44748145
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ANNEX H

Wells Mg Corp. 0rant Brthers Saes, LAd.
Mr. ZehdK, Purdhasin Manager Michael Grant, Presiden
26 S. Broche Street 790 Arrow Road
Fond du Lac, Wisoin 54935 Wes4o Otario M9M 2Y5
(414) 922-5900 (416) 743-7240

Fax (416) 743-4146
Wittek Industrles
(EC Manubatur Honor Thding, L.d.
Tom Milligan, Vice President of Sales and (a member of WAGAN goup)
Marketing Albert Un, Vice President - Regional M er
26911 Northw nte Hgway 3589 Yale Way
South Atrium Sie 300 Haywad, Calioa 94538
Soutbfleld, Missouti 48034 (415) 490W9221
(313) 262-1466

lAP, In
Five manufcturers do not wish their names Bar Davis, Natonal Sas Manager
released. 26 Englehard Avenue

AveneA, New Jery 07001-2295
(2") 815-0100

Impote Fas (201) 815-0440

Automotive Supply CD, In lT Autotive Pars I:nc.
Robert Cotbett. President Robert E lye, Vice President for Product
14403 Ramona Ave, Unit B Maretig
Chino, Califonda 91710-5742 13140 Alondra Boulevad
(714) 5974489 Cerrlto, California 90701

(213) 926582
Beck/Aruley Wordparts Fax (213) 926-6151
Ir Davis, Vice President of Product Marketing
1020 Space Park South National Automotive Thding Corporation of
Nashvfek Tennessee 37222 China
(615) 8348080 U Su, Repeseati
Fax: (615) 361-7370 4000 Town Cater, Suite 220

Southd, Mhigan 48975
Ekarodyne, Inc. (313) 35248
Jim Covone, Dcor of Marketg
4750 Eisenhower Avenue On lime Dveopment, InC
P.O. Box 9670 Wendy Tseng Dean Dimrv
Alexandr, Via 22304-9670 56-70 S8th Street
(703) 823-0202 Maspeth, New York 11378
Fax: (703) 823-0842 (718) 417-5177

Far Hsing Enterpri Company, Ltd. Speedwa Diision of Kern N. Rend Industies,
(Division of Yun San Corporation) 11c.
Daniel Yang John Ken, President
No. 48 An Kang Road 750 East Edna Place
Nei-Hu, lTlpd, Tawan, R.O.C Covina, C _lfornia 91723
79131514 LINE (818) 915-3431
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John Witie, PFomer Direcor of Purching
100 SpdnSfeld Avenue APS Inc (Big A Auto Pars)
Pataway, New Jsey 08855-0218 Mke Preston, Vloe Presldent, Market
(201) 9810030 Devlopment
Fax: (201) 981-1933 3000 Pawnee SL

Houston, Tes 77054
Four imporers do not wish their names released. (713) 741-2470

Ct(O
Manubetnuws' & Distibutors Dan Bock. President

S80 White Plains Rd.
Appoilo Warehousng Tsawwn, New York 10591
Don Csh President (914) 332-1515
1073 East Artesia Boulevard Fax: (914) 332-3504
Cars Califori 90746
(213) 7748181 Federated Auto Part Distributors In

Rusy Bihop, Vie Presdent, General Manager
Impart Dbution, Inc. P.O. Box 2248
Tamnbir Kaur Staunton, Viginia 24401
8306 Patnt Range Road, Suite 108 (703) 8858460
Jesup, Mayland 20794 Fax: (703) 885-7612
(301) 4900010

IWDA (Idependent Warehouse Distribution
Karad companies, Inc Assocaton/Road Pro
David Ropin, Chairman Gr piper, lr.
17601 South Fiuea Street 9810 FM 1960 By Pass, Suite 125
Gardens, Caifoi 9043 Humble, Ter 77338
(213) 532-2250 (713) 446.1493

Faxc (713) 446-4260
Kayes Compan, Inc.
Tom GMian, President Napa (National Automotive Parts Aimc)
1890 Norwest Bld, Suite 14 Buyer, Purchasing Dept.
Columbus, Ohio 43212 2999 Circle 75 Parkway
(614)481-8811 Atlanta, Georgia 30339
Fax: (614) 4886829 (404) 956.2200

Fax (404) 956-2212
Matsui Unval Joint Corporation, US
Opeqtion Pat Plus Inc
Jes 0. Oa, Mnager Mavin Almy, President
4426 Rose Garden 5050 Poplar Ave, Suite 2020
Toledo, Ohio 43623 Memphis, Tenssee 38174
(419) 841-1688 (901) 682-9090
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sp-q R_par Cb_zh Thk Aut Corp.
Go Smith, Buyer

AAMCO 3300 75th Avenue
Buyer, Purcas Lan1_, Mayland 20785
1 Presidential Boulevad (301) 731-1200
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
(215) 668-2900 Westen Auto Supply CO (SeaS)

Jack Funk, Merchandize Manager
Midas InteraiIonan Corp. 2107 rnnd Avenue
Jim Wager, Supavlsor - Inventoy Sevks Kma City, Montana 64108
225 N. Michiga Avenue (816) 3464000
Chicago, llinois 60601 Fax: (816) 346-4606
(312) 565-7500
Fax: (312) 565-7881 Saus Roebuck & Co.

Jack Lavin, Buyer - Auto Parts Dvsion
PAC M nu g (Presion Tune) Seas Tower
Glen Masingill, Prsident and General Manager Chiago, Iinois
7055 South Major Drive (312) 875-2500
Beaumont, Tes 77705 Fac (312) 875-7523
(409) 842-S790

RetWw

ADAP Iw.
Wayne Yodso, Buy
660 Bodwel St.
Avon, MasL o2322
(S08) 5878400
Fac (508) 584-SM

Advance In=
Greg Ham, Buyer
1342 Eighth Street SW
Roanoke, Vrginda 24015
(703) 345-4911
Fax (703) 344-1104

Chief Auto Parts, Inc.
Fred Sutter, Merchandzing MWanager
15303 Dallas Parkway, Suite 8w
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 404-1114
Fax: (214) 991-7657

Northern Autmotve Corp.
Mile Stdi Buyer
645 . Misouri Ave., Site 400
Phoenix, Arizaa 85012
(602) 265-920
Fax: (602) 274-2831
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